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In th is  th e s is  we consider the dynamics of a c lass of endomcrphisms of 
the c i r c le ,  we denote th is class o f functions by Following the work of
Milnor and Thurston [ 6 ]  we develop a kneading theory fo r these functions, which 
enables us to ca lcu la te  the entropy of our maps and to show that entropy is  
continuous.
We then show that any map, f  e A »  with positive  entropy is  topo log ically 
semi-conjugate to a piecewise lin e a r  map, F . The map F is  determined by two 
real numbers, the topological entropy of f  and the tw ist number of f  , both 
of which can be ca lcu lated  from the kneading m atrix. Using the fact that the 
rotation in te rv a ls  o f f  and F are the same, we give a method of ca lcu lating  
th is  in te rva l from the tw ist number and entropy of f  .
The f in a l chapter is  motivated by a theorem of of Sarkovskii [ 9 ] and 
concerns universal properties o f the periodic points.
SUMMARY.
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VNOTATION
We denote each part of th is  th esis  by three numbers (n,m,p) , where 
n gives the chapter number, m the section o f that chapter and p the 
subsection. Whenever the thesis re fe rs  to another part of i t s e l f ,  these 
numbers are given in f u l l .  References to other sources are given in square 
brackets thus: [ r ]  , where r  re fe rs  to the position in  the bibliography.
We introduce a substantia l amount of notation that is  non-standard, fo r 
convenience, the following l i s t  shows where a symbol is  f i r s t  introduced.
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{ 1 , 1 1 , 1 1 1 } 1 .1 .3
e * (x ) kneading sequence associated to x 1 .1 .7
e (x ) invarian t coordinate of x 1 . 1.11
Q [[t ] ] ring of formal power se rie s  with
rational co e ffic ien ts 1.1.12
V [ [ t ] ] module consisting  of formal power se ries
- with co e ffic ie n ts  in V 1.1.12
ei * ei r ei i i in varian t coordinate co e ffic ien ts 1.1.12
v (a ) ,v (b ) ,v ( c ) kneading in varian ts 1 .2 .3
vi -
D kneading determinant
C
O
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niO n
pre-image set 1.3.1
Yc ( J ) .Y b ( J ) 1 .3 .5
J i . c
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ent entropy map 2.0
V vb kneading in va rian t maps 2 .2 .3
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[X] o rb it  of [X] 3 .2 .3
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[X] + la rg est element of [X] 3 .2 .5
gs(n ,p ) greatest sm allest (n ,p ) element 3 .2 .6
l t (n ,p ) le a s t  largest (n,p)-element 3 .2 .7
n;p e x p l ic it  (n.p)-element 3.2 .16
<-(n ;p )(a ,B ) s tr in g  o f symbols a and 8 3.2 .20
9n,p sp e c if ic  element of V[ [ t ] ]
3.3 .1
+e,+e sm allest and la rg est elements of
- an o rb it in  V [ [ t ] ] 3 .3 .3
3.4 .1
- v n
I 0 , I I e elements of V[ [ t ] ]  
functions belonging to A  with
3 .4 .3
positive  entropy 4 .1 .0
A (J ) measure on 4 .1 .2
X map from S1 to 4 .1 .7
T ( f ) tw ist number 4 .1 .14
S slope of piecewise lin e a r map 4 .3 .6
en ( x 4> real number associated to x
4 .3 .6
Px polynomial associated to x
4 .3 .10
t^ (m,n) polynomial associated to n;p 4 .3 .14
**0 ordering on n»N
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INTRODUCTION.
In th is  thesis we sha ll consider the dynamics of a class of endomorphisms 
of the c i r c le ,  S1 = { zeC : |z | = 1} . I f  we have a continuous map f t S 1 ->• S1 
o f degree one, then a l i f t  of f  is  a continuous map F:IR -*■ IR which covers 
f  via the covering projection exp :t -*■ e^"1* . Thus f ( e ^ * )  = .
I t  is  easy to see that F s a t is f ie s  F(x+1) = F(x)+1 and that two l i f t s  of 
the same function f  w ill  d if fe r  by an integer tran sla tio n .
We w i l l  now define the s e t , , o f functions that we sha ll study.
DEFINITION. A continuous map f i S 1 ->■ S1 of degree one belongs to i f  
there e x is ts  a l i f t ,  F , which has the following properties:
1) F has a minimum at 0 .
2) F has one and only one maximum in (0 ,1 ) ; occurring at bp , say.
3) F | jo b ] is  s t r i c t ly  monotone increasing and F | [b p .l3 ’ s
s t r i c t ly  monotone decreasing.
4) F~ \o ) is  a unique point.
Let f  belong to and le t  F be ti* 1 i f t  wi th 0 <_F(0) < 1 . Then 
the graph of F | jQ ^  w i l l  look l ik e  the following.
f
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Thus i f  f  belongs to i t  has one maximum and one minimum. Let 
e S1 denote the point where the maximum occurs and af  e the point 
where the minimum occurs. I t  follows from the d e fin it io n  of A that f"^ (a -) 
i s  a unique po in t, which we denote by c  ^ ; i f  i t  is  c le a r  which function we 
are considering we w i l l  often not include the su b scrip ts . We w ill  draw the 
graph o f f  as fo llow s.
The two main re su lts  of th is  thesis are contained in  Chapters 4 and 5 
and concern ah e x p lic it  ca lcu lation  of the ro tation  in te rv a l , R (f) , defined 
below^and some universal properties of the set o f periodic o rb its .
In the f i r s t  chapter we develop a kneading theory as a tool fo r the study 
o f these maps. In p a rt ic u la r , we define a m a trix , ca lled  the kneading m atrix ,
Xassociated to any function belonging to A . In the second chapter we show 
how to ca lcu late  the topological entropy of f  e A  from the determinant of the 
kneading matrix and go on to prove that topological entropy depends continuously 
on f  ( c . f .  M isiurewicz and Szlenk [ 7 ] ) .
We w il l  now b r ie f ly  summarize some of the resu lts  from the c la s s ic a l theory 
of c irc le  homeomorphisms which we extend to our class of functions.
I f  we are given a homeomorphism f:S^ -*• , the l i f t  F of f  sa tis fy in g
0 £ F "(0) < 1 and a point x e IR we can define the rotation number of x with
respect to f  to be lim  ^(Fn (x )- x )  . This number i s ,  in fa c t , independent 
n-*»
of x and so we can associate a rotation number, p (f )  , to f  . I f  p (f )  i s  
ir ra t io n a l then i t  can be shown that f  is  topo log ically  semi-conjugate to a 
'l in e a r  map1 which i s  ju s t  rotation through p ( f )  . I f  p (f )  is  rational then 
we can find  a periodic point in  .
The analogous re su lts  fo r our endomorphisms are as fo llow s. Given f  e A >
F t h e l i f t  of f  sa t is fy in g  0 £ F (0 )  < 1 and a point x e |R , we define the
rotation number of x to be lim  sup -^(Fn(x )- x )  . We w il l  le t  p ( f ,x )  denote
n-*»>
th is  number. Newhouse, P a lis  and Takens [ g ]  have shown that p ( f ,x )  is  not
independent of x , so we cannot ta lk  of the rotation number of f  . However,
they show that i f  we take R (f)  = closure {p ( f ,x ) :x  e s ' )  we obtain a closed 
*in te rv a l. Moreover, i f  a rationa l number, £  , belongs to R (f) we can find 
y  e s ' such that y  i s  periodic with period q and p ( f ,y )  = ^ . In the 
th ird  chapter we prove that we can choose th is  point y so that i t  has a 
prescribed invarian t coordinate.
* Ito [10] has since shown that [ p { f  »x) rxiS^j is  closed.
- xi
In the fourth chapter we show that i f  f  has positive  entropy then 
f  is  topo log ically  semi-conjugate to a piecewise lin e a r  map F . This 
map is  determined by two numbers one of which is  the entropy and the other 
is  defined to be the tw ist number of f  , denoted T ( f )  ; l ik e  the entropy 
the tw ist number can be computed from the kneading determinant. We then prove 
that R ( f ) = R(F) and so we can see that the entropy of f  and T ( f )  must 
determine the rotation in te rv a l. We conclude th is  chapter by using the resu lts  
of Chapter 3 to give a method of ca lcu la ting  R (f)  .
The f i f t h  chapter i s  motivated by the fo llow ing. Let f : [0 ,1 ] [0 ,1 ]
be any continuous map. Then there is  an ordering of the positive  in tegers , 
which is  independent of f  , such that i f  n^  precedes n2 and f  has a 
periodic point of period n2 then i t  has a periodic point of period n1 . 
Sarkovskii [ 9 ] proved th is  in  1964 (see 5.0 fo r a precise statement of the 
theorem). In  Theorem 5 .0 .2  we prove an analogous re su lt fo r our maps of the 
c i r c le .
CHAPTER 1 KNEADING THEORY
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In th is  chapter we develop a kneading theory for our maps of the c ir c le .
Th is amounts to giving a symbolic representation of the dynamics of a map which 
is  re lated to the way in which the map kneads (fo ld s) the c i r c le  under ite ra tio n . 
Such a theory was developed by Milnor and Thurston in [£ ,]  fo r continuous piece- 
wise monotone maps of the in te rva l or real l in e . This chapter and the next 
fo llow  th is  work c lo se ly  adapting i t  to su it  our problem.
We w i l l  order points in s \ { a )  in  an anti-clockw ise way. More p re c ise ly , 
le t  x and y belong to s \ { a }  , suppose x = and y = c ^ *  then
we w il l  say x < y i f  t(mod 1) < t'(mod 1) . Thus b > c and we sha ll le t 
(c ,b )  denote the in te rva l {x  e S^:c < x < b} .
In the f i r s t  section we show how, when given f  e .A . ,  to associate to 
each po int, x e , a formal power se ries ca lled  the in varian t coordinate of 
x and denoted 0(x ) . We then show that the map 0 i s  order preserving.
Then in  the second section we look at 0(x )  fo r points near to the c r it ic a l  
points of f  and define a m atrix ca lled  the kneading m atrix of f  . This matrix 
contains a large amount of information about f  ; in  la te r  chapters we show that 
we can ca lcu la te  the entropy and compute the rotation in te rv a l of f  when given 
i t s  kneading m atrix.
The th ird  section shows how the ca rd in a lity  of the pre-image points b and 
c is  re la ted  to the kneading m atrix . This is  important fo r  the ca lcu lation of 
entropy which is  done in the second chapter.
1.1 INVARIANT COORDINATES
1 .1 .0  We w il l  denote the In te rv a ls  (a ,c )  by I , (c ,b )  by I I  and (b ,a )
by I I I .
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1.1 .1 DEFINITION. The address 
by the fo llow ing. A (x) = I i f  
x e (b ,a )  , i f  x .  a ,  ■
GRAPH OF
1, A (x) , of a point x in  S 
x e (a ,c )  , I I  i f  x e (c ,b )  , 
i f  x -  b and 1 * 1  i f
f  .
i s  defined 
I I I  i f  
x = c .
1 .1 .2  DEFINITION. The it in e ra ry  of a point x is  the in f in ite  str in g  of 
symbols given by (A (x) , A ( f ( x ) )  , A (f2 ( x ) ) , . . . )  .
1 .1 .3  DEFINITION. Let V be the three dimensional vector space over the
ra tio n a ls  with basis { I , I I , I I I } .
1 .1 .4  DEFINITION. Let A:S^ V denote the map which sends a point x to
i t s  address.
1 .1 .5  Let e :V -*■ IR be the lin e a r  map such that e (I) = 1 , e ( I I )  = 1 and
E ( 1 1 1 ) = - 1  .
1 i  A
1 .1 .6  We can now construct a map from S to IR by S 1 -*• V +|R . Simple 
ca lcu la tio n , using the fa c t th a t e i s  l in e a r , shows that E (A (a )) = 0 , 
e (A (b )) = 0 and e (A (c )) = 1 .V»4/>ove defned £ so that e (A (x ))  i s  positive
i f  f  i s  o rientation  preserving at x ,  negative i f  f  i s  orientation reversing 
at x and zero i f  x is  a maximum or minimum.
1 .1 .7  DEFINITION. Let x belong to S1 and le t  i t s  it in e ra ry  be
(Aq ,A1 , . . . )  . .  Then we define the kneading sequence, 0* ( x )  , associated to x to 
be the in f in it e  str ing  (6q, 01 , 02, . . . )  where eQ = AQ . 0-j = e (Aq) x A^  ,
©2 = e(A^) x e (Aq) x A ^ , . . . ,  0  ^ = c^n-l^ x e^ n-2^ *"'x c ^0^ x n^ ’
1 .1 .8  EXAMPLE. Suppose x has the following p ro p erties .
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1.2 THE KNEADING MATRIX
1 .2 .0  Given a function g:IR fR we can ta lk  about rig h t and left-hand 
l im it s . Analogously, given f:S^ ■* we w i l l  consider clockwise and a n t i­
clockwise l im it s .
1 .2 .1  DEFINITION. Let 0(x+) denote the lim it  of e (y) as y tends to 
x in  an anti-clockw ise way and le t  0(x - ) denote the l im it  of 0(y) as y 
tends to x in  a clockwise way.
1 .2 .2  LEMMA. o (x-) and 0(x+) are w ell-defined .
Proof. We can choose eQ > 0 such that ( x- eq . x ) / !  {a .b .c }  = 0 . S im ila r ly , 
we can choose e  ^ > 0 with e-| < eg such that
{ f -1 (a )U  f -1 (b) J  f -1 ( c ) } C\ ( x- e -| ,x )  = 0 . In d u ctive ly , we can find an
e > 0 such that n
{U  f - i (a) u U f _ i (c ) i/  U  f _ i ( b ) } 0  (x-En,x )  = 0 .
0 0 0 "
This im plies that i f  z  and y belong to (x-en,X ) then e (z ) is  congruent 
to 0(y ) modulo t n+  ^ . So the lim it  0(x - )  e x is t s .
A s im ila r  proof works fo r e(x+) .
1 .2 .3  DEFINITION. The kneading Invariants v (a ) , v(b) and v (c ) are 
defined by v (a ) = 0(a+) - 0(a - ) , v(b) = o(b+) - e (b -) and
v (c ) = 0(c+) - e (c-) .
1 .2 .4  LEMMA. tv (a )  = v (c ) - I I  + I .
Proof. e(c+) = I I  + te (f (c )+ ) = I I  + t  e(a+) .
S im ila r ly  o (c-) = I + t  0(a - ) . Subtracting gives 
e(c+) - o (c - ) = t ( 0(a+) - 0(a - ) )  + I I  - I which completes the proof.
1 .2 .5  LEMMA. 0(a+) = 0(a) + -^JL ; and
e(a-) = 0(a) - ^  •
Proof. The invarian t coordinates of a+ and a- are well-defined. So we
can consider the kneading sequences of a+ and a- . Let
0*(a+) = ( I  ,Aj .kgAgtk^Aj,.. .  ,knAn , . . . )  where k^  is  e ith e r +1 or -1
Then i t  i s  e a s ily  seen that 0 *(a -) = ( I I I  ,-A-j .-kg A g ,.. ,-k nAn>. . . )  . Therefore
v (a ) = I-III+2A^t+2k2A2t+.. .+2knAnt . . .  . Using the fact that 20(a) = I+ I I I
i t  is  easy to v e r ify  that v (a ) equals 20(a+) - 20(a) and 20(a) - 20 (a-) .
1 .2 .6  LEMMA. 0(b+) = 0(b) + 4 ^ -
0(b-) = 0(b) - 4 ^ .
Proof. The proof is  s im ila r  to the previous proof.
1 .2 .7  LEMMA. 0(c+) = 0(c ) + 4 ^
e (c - ) = 0(c ) - ^  •
Proof. 0(c+) = II+ t0(a+) and 0(c ) = 4 * *  + t 0(a ) .
Subtracting the second equation from the f i r s t  and using Lemma 1 .2 .5  gives
0(c+) - ©(c) = + 1 4 ^  • Lemma 1 - 2 -4 t e l l s  us that + * 4 ^  ° 4 ^  •
S im ila r ly  we can show that 0(c ) - o (c-) = 4 £ l .
1 .2 .8  Since v (c ) belongs to V[ [ t ] ] we can express i t  in  the form 
v^ (c)I + v * * ( c ) I I  + v I n ( c ) I I I  , where the co e ffic ie n ts  are formal power 
se rie s  w ith rational co e ffic ie n ts .
S im ila r ly , we have v(b) = v^(b)I + v^(b)II + v*^(b)III and 
v (c ) = v 1 ( c ) I  + vM ( c ) I I  + v m ( c ) I I I  .
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1.2.9 DEFINITION. The kneading matrix is  defined to be
VX(C) v! (b)
vH (c) vH (b)
1.2.10 DEFINITION. The kneading determinant, D , is  the determinant of 
the kneading m atrix, i . e .  D = vX(c )v XX(b )-vX(b )vXX(c ) .
1.2.11 LEMMA. (l-t)vI(b)+(l-t)vII(b)+(l+t)vIII(b) = 0
( l - t ) v I (c )+ ( l- t )v I I (c )+ (l+ t)v I I I (c )  = 0 
( l - t ) v I (a )+ ( l- t )v I I (a )+ (l+ t)v I I I (a ) = 0 .
Proof. The proof fo llow s e a s ily  from lemma 1 .1 .1 3 .
1 .3 THE PRE-IMAGE SET
1.3.1 DEFINITION. For a ll  n > 0  le t  Pn denote the set
{x e | f n( x ) e {a ,b ,c }  and f^ (x) t  {a ,b ,c }  fo r  0 <^ j < n) and le t  P
denote U  P . Th is la s t  set i s  ca lled  the pre-image se t . 
n>0 n
1 .3 .2  We make two observations. F i r s t l y ,  i f  x belongs to P^  , where i 
is  s t r i c t ly  greater than zero, then f  (x ) cannot equal a , because th is 
would imply that f ’ "^ (x) = c and so x would belong to P^-j . Secondly,
PQ is  {a .b .c }  .
1 .3 .3  LEMMA. Let x belong to s\ p . Then e is  continuous at x .
Proof. Let 1 >_ 0 be an integer. Since x i s  not an element of the pre-
image set we can find an open neighbourhood o f x with the property that
- 8 -
i f  y belongs to U. then f ’ (y ) is  not equal to a ,b  or c .
n
Let n be a positive  in te g e r. Then i t  i s  c le a r th a t U. i s  an open
n i =0 1
neighbourhood of x , and th at i f  y belongs to H  then
i =0 1
O(x) = O(y) modulo n . Therefore o must be continuous at x .
1 .3 .4  LEMMA. Let x belong to Pn . Then we have
e(x+) = 0(x ) + and e (x-) = 0(x ) - .
P roof. Lemma 1 .1 .10  t e l ls  us that o(x+) >_ 0(x ) :> o (x - ) . So the proof 
fo llow s e a s ily  from lemmas 1 .2 .5 , 1 .2 .6  and 1 .2 .7 .
1 .3 .5  DEFINITION. Let J S s '  be an in te rv a l . We w i l l  define two elements
First. “  i
o f Z [ [ t ] ]  , denoted by y c ( J )  and Yb(J ) by the fo llo w in g .,/y c ( J )  = T Y-jt
where Y-j i s  the number o f elements in (x  e J/»P .|f (x )  = c l , S e c o n d ly ,
Yb (J )  = T Y^t1 where y J^ i s  the number of elements in  {x  e Ja P^  I f 1 (x ) = b} .
1 .3 .6  LEMMA. Let f e . f l  CZ s\foibe a closed in te rv a l . Let 0 be continuous
a t  both e and f  . Then we can compute 0( f ) - 0(e) by summing the discon­
t in u it ie s  o(x+ )-0(x - ) over a l l  p o in ts , x , belonging to ( e , f )  .
P roof. e (x ) modulo t n i s  a step function w ith only f in it e ly  many discon­
t in u it ie s  in  [ e , f ]  . Therefore © (f)-e(e) i s  congruent to t o(x+)-0(x - )
x e (e ,f )
modulo t n . Taking the l im it  as n tends to in f in i t y  gives the required 
re s u lt .
1 .3 .7  LEMMA. Let f e , f 1 C  s \ fflbe a closed in te rv a l . Let e be continuous 
a t both e -and f  . Then we have
e ( f )  - 0(e ) = Yc ( [ e , f ] ) v (c ) + Yb( [e .f ]  )v (b) .
Proof. Let x belong to [e ,f ]  . Suppose that x a lso  belongs to ?n .
-  9 -
Then v/e know that f n(x )  equals e ither b or c (see 1 .3 .3 ) . So x makes
a contribution of t n to y _ [e ,f ]  and hence a contribution of
f n(x )
t nv ( f n(x ) )  to y n ( [ e , f ] ) v ( f n (x ) )  . But lemma 1 .3 .4  te l ls  us that 
f n(x )
0(x+) - 0(x - ) equals t nv( f n( x ) )  . Summing over a l l  x belonging to 
( e , f ) A  P completes the proof.
I f  we drop the hypothesis that e is  continuous at both e and f  the 
follow ing is  e a s ily  seen to be tru e .
1 .3 .8  LEMMA. Let [ e , f ] C  s \ to be a closed in te rv a l. Then we have
0 ( f - )  - 0(e+) = Yc ( [ e , f J ) v ( c )  + Yb([e,f] )v (b ) .
1 .3 .9  In p a rt icu la r  i t  is  easy to check that
Yc ^ M c ) + Yb(S1 )v  (b) = ©(a-) - 0(a+) .
Recall that {1 ,11 ,111} is  a b as is  for V [ [ t ] ]  . So comparing coeffic ien ts
we can s p l it  the above equation in to  the following three equations.
Yc ( s V ( c )  + Yb(S] ) v X(b) = 0j (a - ) - O jia t )  ,
Yc (S1)vI I (c) + Yb(S^  )v^1 (b) = Oj j (a-) - 0n (a+) 
y c (S1)vI I I (c ) + Yb(S1)vI I I (b) = em (a -) - ei n (a+) .
In matrix form th is  gives
V! (C) v 1 (b) Y c iS1) 0j(a -)-O j(a+ )
v11^ ) I I /h,v (b) Yb( s1) 0I l ( a _ ) ' 0I I ( a+)
CHAPTER 2 TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY
2 .0  INTRODUCTION
In .h is  chapter we w i l l  again follow the work of H ilnor and Thurston. We 
study the various formal power s e r ie s , that have been introduced in  the f i r s t  
chapter, th inking of them as convergent power se r ie s . Thus t  i s  no longer 
regarded as a formal symbol but as a complex va riab le .
For example, i f  we are given f  e A  we have shown how to construct i t s  
kneading determinant D (f) . Let the kneading m atrix associated to f  be
vX(c ) v ! ( b )
vH (c ) I I , MV ( b )
then i t  is  easy to see that each entry of the m atrix converges i f  | t |  < 1 .
So we can th in k  of the en trie s as being complex an a ly t ic  functions defined on 
the unit d is c . I t  is  c le a r  that D (f) can a lso  be considered as being complex 
a n a ly t ic  on the un it d is c . We will show that this function has a positive 
real aero in JO,lj and the least such zero , r, determines the 
•the topological entropy h of f via the formula h= -log r  .
Let a J| c denote { f  eA :b^  = b;  c  ^ = c) and le t  A^ c be the set of
(^-functions belonging to ^  c . The C^-topology on A^ c 1s that induced by
the norm | f | Q = sup | | f ( x ) | |  ;  the norm | f | .  = sup ( | | f ( x ) | |  + | | d f ( x ) | | )
U xeSl 1 xeS1
induces the C1-topology on A^ c • Here | | » | |  denotes the usual norm on C
and the induced norm on i t s  cotangent space and we regard as a (¡“ -submanifold
o f C .
In the f i r s t  section we show how to ca lcu la te  the topological entropy, h ( f ) ,  *•
*• F o r  th e  d e f in i t io n  o f  t o p o lo g ic a l  e n tro p y  se e  A p p e n d ix  p . J 3 .
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f  e A  from l t s  kneading determinant. Then, in  the second se ctio n , we show 
that the entropy map, e n t :^  c -*• R , is  continuous in the C®-topology at any 
function fo r which neither c nor b are periodic points. In the th ird  section 
we prove that entl -j is  continuous in  the C^-topology.
A ) ,c
2.1 CALCULATION OF TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY
2 .1 .0  The aim of th is  section is  to show how to ca lcu late  the topological 
entropy of a map belonging to A  from i t s  kneading determinant. F i r s t ,  we w i l l  
show how the entropy of a map is  re lated  to the radius of convergence of 
Yb(S^)+Yc ( s )^ • The fa c t  that the topological entropy is  related to the rate of 
growth of the numbers Cn , defined below, is  proved by M isiurewicz and Szlenk 
in [ y ]  , and our re su lt could be proved as a co ro lla ry  to th is . However, we give 
here a se lf-contained elementary proof following the ideas due to Lai-Sang Young 
contained in [2 3 *
2 .1 .1  DEFINITION. A f in it e  sequence A g A j...A m symbo^ s is
ca lled  adm issible i f  there e x is ts  an x e whose it in e ra ry  begins AgA^...Am .
00
2 .1 .2  DEFINITION. Let E(f)  denote the set {<x e n { I , I I t I II> :X gX ^ .. .x ||| is  
admissible fo r  every m >.
2 .1 .3  DEFINITION. Let Cn denote the ca rd in a lity  of {AQA1 . . .An-1 :AQA1 . . .An l  
is  adm issib le} .
2 .1 .4  LEMMA. £Cntn = t (  1+Yfa( S1) +y c ( S1 ) )  (1 - 1) ~1 .
Proof. Let p : [ 0 , l )  ■+ denote the map which sends x to eZlT™  .
Then p'^ofop is  a map from [0 ,1 ) to i t s e l f .  Let AoAl ' * ' An-l be
admissible^ then we can see that i t  corresponds to a maximal in te rva l on which 
p'^o^op is  s t r i c t ly  monotone. So Cn is  the number of d is t in c t  maximal
open in te rv a ls  fo r which p’ ^ofnop is  s t r i c t ly  monotone.
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We w il l  now calcu late Cn . Suppose th a t x e (0 ,1 ) is  e ither a local 
maximum or lo ca l minimum of p W nop . Then e ither f^ x )  = a for some m 
sa tis fy in g  0 < m <_ n , or f P(x ) = b fo r some p sa tis fy in g  0 p <_ n.
,  OO . oo .
Let y (S ) = Z v lt1 and y. (S ) = ZY .lt1 . Then i t  is  e a s ily  seen that the
c o c D o D
number of loca l maxima plus the number of loca l minima of p ^ofnop in (0 , 1 )
n-1 i n i _ I _ _
is  z y1 + Zyu • The number of d isco n tin u itie s  of p o fo p  is  y "  • So 
0 c 0 D c
we have C = 1+"y ’ +Zy !  • Thus zC t n = t ( H r h(S 1 )+rc (S1 ) ) ( l - t )"1 .
n 0 c 0 1
2 .1 .5  DEFINITION. Let~ x. = (Aq,A ^ , . . . )  belong to z(f) . Then we w ill  le t
00 n
I ( x )  denote f \  closure (O  f ” JA .) .
n=o j=o J
We w i l l  now state two resu lt of Rufus Bowen. For proof of 2 .1 .6  see ] 
and proof of 2 .1 .7  see [ 3 ] •
a
2 .1 .6  LEMMA. Suppose is  a sequence sa tis fy in g  in f  -jjj > - » and
dm
a„^„ < a +a„ . Then lim - -  exists, n+m — n m ---  „ _  m
2 .1 .7  PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be compact m etric spaces and
T:X -*■ X, S :Y -*■ Y , n:X ■+■ Y (surjective)be continuous mapswith JIoT=SoI!. Suppose that fo r 
ar\y y e Y we have h(T ,n- 1 (y ) )  = 0 . Then h (T ) = h(S) .
We need these re su lts  to prove the fo llow ing .
2 .1 .8  PROPOSITION. Let f  belong to A *  Let r  be the radius of convergence 
of yc(S] ) + y ^ S 1) . Then lo g (I) = h ( f )  .
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So h(o) = log ( I )  .
To complete the proof we need to show that h(a) = h ( f )  . Let 
E = { ( £ ,x )  e E (f )x S :x e I(> ()}  , le t  i r ^ . x )  = x and = x . Then we
define a : l  -*• E by ( x ,x )  -*• (a ( j< ) ,f (x ) )  . Thus a covers a |z by and
f |  , by
S 1 c
S1 f-► S1
tir2
—
+ TT,
«. 0 —E -> E
+tf,
a
+Trl
E E
Since tt2 i s  a t  most two to one we have, by 2 .1 .6 , th a t h (f )  = h(o) .
The map co llapses I ( x J  to a po in t, but f n |j^ x j i s a homeomorphism for 
a l l  n , so h ( f , I ( x ) )  = 0 and thus h (o ,T rj\> i)) = 0 anc) by Proposition 2 .1 .7  
we have h(5) = h (a) . So we have shown that h(o) = h ( f )  and completed the 
proof.
2 .1 .9  The r e s t  o f th is  section w i l l  be-devoted to showing that the radius o f 
convergence o f y(.(S 1) + Yb(S 1) 1s equal to the sm allest positive  zero of the 
kneading determinant.
2 .1 .10  LEMMA. The se ries Yb(S^) and y c(S1) extend to meromorphic functions 
throughout the un it d is c . These meromorphic functions have poles at most at the 
zeroes o f D . "
Proof. We know from 1 .3 .9  that we have the following equation.
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v ! (c ) v*(b ) Y^ S1) 0X(a-) - 0j(a+ )
vH (c ) vH (b) Vs1) eI l ( a' )  - 9n (a+)
Since v * (c ) and v**(b ) both s t a r t  with -1 and v*(b ) s ta rts  with 0 , 
the kneading m atrix is  in v e rt ib le  in  Z [ [ t l ]  . Thus
r c ( s ' ) vX(c )  v ! (b ) -1 Oj(a- - 0j(a+ )
V s ' ) VH (C) v " ( b ) eI I ( a _ )
- en (a+)
M ultiplying throughout by the a n a ly t ic  function D gives
^ ( S 1) v ! (c )  v ! (b ) - 1 0 J ( a - )  -  0 j ( a + )
= D
“ ■»bis1 ) vn (c )  * " < «
© I I ( a - ) -  e n (a+)
This shows that Dyc (S1) and DybV )  are the products o f functions which are 
a n a ly tic  fo r | t |  < 1  .
2 .1.11 COROLLARY. The kneading determinant D has a zero a t r  .
Proof. Since y c (S^) + y^ S 1) has a pole at r  , e ith e r y c (S^) or Y^(S^) 
must have a pole at r  . But Dy c V )  and DrbV )  are ana ly tic  throughout the 
unit d is c , so D must have a zero a t r  .
2 .1 .12  LEMMA.. The kneading determinant is  non-zero fo r | t |  < r  .
Proof. Lemma 1 .3 .8  t e l l s  us that e(c-) - e(a+) is  equal to
Yc([a»c])v(c)+vb([a,c])v(b) . From lemmas 1 .2 .5  and 1 .2 .7  we can see that
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e (c ) - e (a) = Yc ( [ a ,c ] )v ( c )  + Yb( [a ,c ] )v (b )  + Jv (c ) + Jv (a ) .
Thus by lemma 1 .2 .4  we obtain
t [e (c )- e (a ) ]  = tyc ( [a ,c ] )v (c )  + tyb( [a ,c ] )v (b )  + J t v (c )  + i ( v ( c ) - I I+ I )  .
Using the fa c ts  that 9 (c) = + t ^ i 1 and 9(a) = we can deduce the
following equation.
(A) J ( I I - I ) + J t  [ I I - I I I + t ( I + I I I ) ]  = [tYc ([a .c ])+ l+ t]v (c )+ tY b( [a ,c ] )v (b )  .
S im ila r ly  we can obtain
+ t[9(b)-e(a)] = [tYc([a,b])+i]v(c)+t(Yb([a,c])+l]v(b) .
This reduces to
(B) i ( I I - I ) + J t [ I I - I ]  = [tYc ([a .b ])+ J]v (c )+ t[Y b( [a .c ) )+ i]v (b )  .
Equating co e ffic ien ts in V[ [ t ] ] and rew riting  equations A and B in m atrix 
notation gives /
tYc ([a,c])+i+^t - tY b([a.c])  
tYc ( [a ,c ] )+ J  tYb( [a ,b ] )+-j
is  à t ( l+ t )2
-J+t i+ Jt
■ i-it i+ it
The determinant of
which 1s non-zero on the u n it d is c , except when t  ■ 0 .
ty c([a ,c ] )+ J+ Jt  t Yb( [ a ,c j )
v \ c )  vH (c )
V! (b)  v n (b)
- i+ t2 i+Jl
-1-7 i+ il
The determinant of
tYc ( [a ,b ] )+ i t Yb( [a,b])+J1
is
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defined and an a ly tic  fo r | t |  < r  . Since D(0) = 1 ,  the kneading determinant 
must be non-zero for | t |  < r  .
2 .1 .13  We have now shown the following to be true .
THEOREM. Let f  belong to J\, . Let r  be the sm allest positive real zero of 
the kneading determinant. Then log(-l) is  the topological entropy of f  .
2 .2 CONTINUITY OF ENTROPY IN Q .
2 .2 .0  In  th is  section we prove that entropy is  continuous at any function , f  , 
belonging to ^  c fo r which c and b are not period ic points.
2 .2 .1  In  what follows we sh a ll use the following standard re su lt from analysis 
(fo r  proof see Abraham and Robbin [ | ]f p .25 ).
LEMMA. Le t n be a p o s itive  in teger. Let <j>n:Cr (S  ^ ,S^)xS^ -*• Cr (s \ s ^ ) x 
be the map defined by ( f , x )  goes to ( f , f n(x ) )  . Then <t>n is  Cr  .
2 .2 .2  NOTATION. Let f  and g belong to ^  £ . Le t x belong to . 
Then the in varian t coordinate o f x with respect to f  w ill  be denoted ef (x ) 
and the in v a ria n t coordinate o f x with respect to g w ill  be denoted 0g(x) .
2 .2 .3  DEFINITION. Let .  -*• V[ [ t ] ] be the map which sends g to it s
C U j C
kneading in va rian t v (c ) . S im ila r ly , le t  vb:A  ^ c -*■ V[ [ t ] ] be the map which 
sends g to i t s  kneading in v a ria n t v(b) .
2 .2 .4  In the next three lemmas we indicate how v(b ) and v (c ) change as f  
is  perturbed in  .A^  c •
2 .2 .5  LEMMA. Let f  e and suppose that f  s a t is f ie s  the following
properties:
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( i ) c and b are not period ic points; and
( i i ) fo r a ll  n >_1 , f n(b ) / c  and f n(c ) t b .
Then v and v. are continuous at f  .-----  c ----  b -----------------------
Proof. Let n be any p o s itive  integer. We can see from lemma 2.2 .1 that there 
ex is ts  a small neighbourhood, U , of f  such that i f  g belongs to U we have 
vc (g) = vc ( f )  mod t n . Thus v £ is  continuous at f  .
A s im ila r  proof shows that vb is  continuous at f  .
2 .2 .6  LEMMA. Let f  belong to ^  £ and suppose that f  s a t is f ie s  the 
following properties:
( i )  c and b are not periodic po in ts; and
( i i )  there e x is ts  n > 0 such that f n(c ) = b .
Then given any integer, m ^ 0 ,  we can find  a neighbourhood, U , o f f  such 
that i f  g belongs to U we have e ith e r :
( i )  vc(g) = vc ( f )  mod t m ; or
( i i )  vc (g) = vc ( f )  - 2t \ ( f )  mod tm .
Proof, 
equal to
Let v ( f )  = Ek t 1
c 0 1
n-l _ 
z k . t  +2t  e,(b+)
0 1 f
. Then i t  is  e a s ily  seen that vc ( f )  is  e ith e r 
n -l ^
o r  equal to z k . t - 2t nef (b-) .
0 1 r
We sha ll prove the lemma fo r  the case when vc( f )  
The other case can be proved in  a s im ila r way.
n-l , _
z ki t 1+2t  e-(b+) .
0 1 T
Using lemma 2.2.1 we can see that for g su f f ic ie n t ly  close to f  we have
— n—1 I f l  m
e ith e r v .(g ) = v ( f )  modulo t m or v (g) = z k . t ‘ +2t nef (b-) modulo t
C C C q 1 T
I f  the f i r s t  case occurs we have nothing more to prove, so suppose that
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vc (g) = E ki. t 1+2tnef (b-)mod tm . Then vc ( f ) - v c (g) = 2 tn[ef (b+)-ef (b - )] mod tm 
The proof is  completed once i t  has been noted that
ef(b+) - ef (b-) = vb( f )  .
A s im ila r  proof gives the following lemma.
2 .2 .7  LEMMA. Let f  belong to c and suppose that f s a t is f ie s  the 
fo llow ing p roperties:
( i )  c and b are not periodic po in ts; and
( i i )  there e x is ts  n > 0 such that f^ b ) = c .
Then given any in teger, m >_ 0 we can find  a neighbourhood, I) ,  o f f  such 
that i f  g belongs to U we have e ith e r :
O') vb(g) = vb( f )  mod tm ; or
( 1 1 ) vb(g) = vb( f )  - 2t nvc ( f )  mod tm .
2 .2 .8  DEFINITION. Let D;A  ^ c - * Z [ [ t ] ]  be the map which sends a function to 
i t s  kneading determinant.
2 .2 .9  LEMMA. Let f  belong to c • Suppose that c and b are not 
periodic po in ts. Then D is  continuous at f  .
Proof. Th is is  e a s ily  seen to be true a fte r  noting that the d iscontinu ities of 
lemmas 2 .2 .6  and 2 .2 .7  correspond to elementary row operations o f the kneading 
m atrix and hence do not a ffe c t the determinant.
00 oo
2 .2 .10  NOTATION. Let za t n and £b t n belong to Q[ [ t ] ] . Then we w ill
0 n 0 n
OO oo
w rite  za t n «  zb t n i f  fo r a l l  n we have |a _ | < | b l  .
0 n o n n ' -  n'
2.2.11 NOTATION. Let g belong to A  and le t  i t s  kneading determinant be
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E D .(g )t1 
0 1
ED-igJs1 
0 1
Then given a real number, s , we w il l  w rite  D (g )(s) for 
where th is  sum converges.
2 .2 .12  THEOREM. Let f  belong to c and have the property that both b
and c are not period ic . Then the map e n t ^  c |R which maps a function to 
i t s  entropy is  continuous.
Proof. Let the kneading m atrix of f  be
\ ( f > v j ( f )
v " ( f )  v ’ V )
I t  is  c le a r  that v * « 2 ( l - t )_1 ,  v” ( f ) « 2 ( l - t ) -1 , v j ( f ) « 2 ( l - t )_1 and that
v i I ( f ) « 2 ( l - t )- 1  . So D (f) s a t is f ie s  D (f )<<— ^ ,  . 
b ( 1 -t)^
“  i 8Let r  < 1 be a positive  real number and le t  t a . t  denote ------ ,  .
0 1 ( 1- t r
Then given e > 0 we can find  a positive  in teger, N , such that 
“  i 8z a .r  is  less than e / , . S ince D(g)<<— -—« fo r any g belonging to A
N 1 „  2 ( l " t ) Z
we have I £ D. (g) & I < e fo r any real integer s with |s | < r  .
N 1
Lemma 2 .2 .7  shows that we can choose a neighbourhood, U , o f f  such that 
i f  g belongs to U we have D(g) = D(f) modulo t N . Thus |D (g )(s )-D (f ) (s ) | < e 
fo r any s sa tis fy in g  |s | <_ r  . Therefore D (g )(s) tends uniformly to D (f)(s ) 
throughout the d isc o f radius r  . Since the zeros o f a complex ana lytic  function 
vary continuously with the function we have ent(g) tends to e n t(f )  as g tends 
to f  .
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2.3 CONTINUITY OF ENTROPY IN ^  c .
2 .3 .0  In  th is section we w i l l  prove that entropy is  continuous a t  any function 
belonging to ^  c with respect to the C1 -topology.
2 .3 .1  PROPOSITION. Let f  belong to ^  c and have the property that both
b ¿nd c are not p eriod ic . Then the map e n t :^  c -*■ IR which maps a function to 
i t s  entropy is  continuous.
Proof. This is  a d ire c t consequence of theorem 2.2 .12 a fte r noting that i f  U 
is  an open subset of c then U c is  an open subset o f ^  c .
2 .3 .2  LEMMA. Let f  belong to ^  c and suppose that f n(b) = b . Then fo r 
every g which is  s u f f ic ie n t ly  close to f  in  the space Q we have 
gn(b)-b , g2n(b)-b , g3n(b)-b , . . .  are e ith e r a l l  zero or have the same sign . 
Furthermore given e > 0 there e x is ts  a 6 > 0 such that |gm(b) - fm( b) | < e 
uniformly fo r a l l  m whenever | |g - f | |  < 6 .
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any g which 1 s su f f ic ie n t ly  close to f  in  the space ^  c we have 
gn(a )- a , g^n(a )a , g^n( a ) - a , . . . are e ither a l l  zero or have the same sign . 
Furthermore given e > 0 there e x is ts  a 6 > 0 such that |gm(a )- fm(a ) |  < e 
uniformly fo r  a l l  m whenever | |g - f | |  < <5 .
2 .3 .4  LEMMA. Let f  belong to ^  c and s a t is fy  the following
( i )  b is  periodic with period n ; and
( i i )  fo r a l l  m > 1 , ^ (b ) a .
Then we can choose a neighbourhood, 1) , o f  f  such that i f  g belongs to 1) 
we have e ith e r
( i )  v. ( f )  = v .(g )  ; or
( Ü )  v .(g )  = vb( f )  .
D ( l+ tn) D
» . . n*l • •
Proof. Le t Ev^t1 denote vb( f )  . Then we can see that vb( f ) -  E v^t1 is  equal
to e ith e r 2t ne^(b+) or - 2t ne^(b-)
n-1
We w i l l  prove the lemma fo r the case v b( f ) -  E v^t1 = 2 tne^(b+) , the other 
case can be proved in  a s im ila r  way.
From the proof o f lemma 2 .2 .5  we can see that we can choose a neighbourhood,
W , o f f  such that i f  g belongs to W we have vb(g) = vb( f )  mod t n 
2 .3 .2  t e l l s  us that we can r e s t r ic t  W to an open neighbourhood, U , of 
that i f  g belongs to U we have that vb(g ) is  equal to e ith e r
 ^v^t1 +2 t nt<g ( b+) or n^ v bt 1+2t neg(b-) .
I f  the f i r s t  case occurs we obtain vb( f ) - v b(g) = 2 tn(e^(b+)-eg(b+)) 
Using lemma 1 .2 .6  gives vb( f ) g) = t n(vb ( f ) - v b(g )) which implies that 
vb( f ) = vb(g ) •
Lemma 
f  such
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I f  the second case occurs we have vb( f ) - v b(g) = 2 tn(e f (b+)-eg(b - )) .
Using lemma 1 .2 .6  gives vb( f ) - v b(g) = t n(vb(f)+ vb(g )) . Thus
•D D ( l+ tn)
A s im ila r  proof to the above, using lemma 2 .3 .3  gives the fo llow ing.
2 .3 .5  LEMMA. Let f  belong to c and s a t is fy  the following
( i )  c is  periodic with period n ; and
( i i ) fo r a l l  m ^ 1 , ^ ( c )  / a .
Then we can choose a neighbourhood, U , o f f  such that i f  g belongs to U 
we have e ith e r
( i )  vc(g) = vc ( f )  ; or
( i i )  v (g) = v ( f )  .
c ( l+ tn) c
2 .3 .6  LEMMA. Le t f  belong to ^  c . Suppose there e x is t  positive  in te g e rs ,
p and k , such that f p(c) = b and f^ b ) = c . Then fo r g s u f f ic ie n t ly  close 
to f  we have n*D (f) = yxD(g) , where y and n denote smooth, non-zero
analytic functions defined fo r | t |  < 1 .
» i s
Proof. Let Ev^t denote vb( f )  . Then vfa( f )  is  equal to e ith e r
k - l j  j l k—1 • j i.
E u V  + 2t e ,(c+ ) or E v/t - 2t e ,(c - )  . We w il l  only give the proof fo r
0 °  f  0 D
k"l j i  l
v. ( f l  = E v / t  + 2 t e ,(c+ ) , as the proof fo r the other case is  s im ila r .
b l  ' q  b f
We can choose a small neighbourhood, U , o f f  such that i f  g belongs 
to U e ith e r vfa(g) = e vbt* + 2 tkeg(c+) or vb(g) = e v^t1 + 2tkeg(c - ) .
Simple ca lcu la tion  s im ila r  to that in  the proof o f 2 .3 .4  shows vb( f ) - v b(g) is  
equal to e ith e r t k (v c ( f )  + vc (g )) or t k (v c( f )  - vc (g )) . S im ila r ly  we obtain
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that vc ( f ) - v c (g) 1s equal to e ith e r t p(v b(f)+ vb(g ) ) or t p(vb( f ) - v b(g ) ) .
Suppose that vb( f ) - v b(g) = t k (\>c( f ) - v c (g )) and that 
vc ( f ) - v c(g) = t p(vb( f ) - v b(g )) . Solving these two simultaneous equations gives 
vb (f ) = vb 9^  ^ * S im ila r ly , i f  vb( f ) - v b(g) = t k (vc (f)+ vc (g )) and 
vC(^ )"vC(g) = tP (vb (f )+vb<9}) we obtain ( 1 - t p+k) vc ( g) = ( l+ tP+k)v c ( f ) - 2t Pvb( f )
I f  vb( f ) - v b(g) = t k (vc (f)+ vc (g )) and vc ( f ) - v c (g) equals t p(vb( f ) - v b(g ) ) we
obtain
( l+ tp+k)vb( f ) - 2t kvc ( f )  = ( l+ tp+k)vb(g) .
I f  vb( f ) - v b(g) = t k (vc ( f ) - v c (g )) and vc ( f ) - v c (g) equals t P(vb(f)+ vb(g ) ) we
obtain
(l+ tp+k)vc (g) = vc( f ) ( l - t p+k) .
So in  a l l  cases we can find  smooth an a ly tic  functions y and n such that 
nxD (f) = yxD(g) .
2 .3 .7  THEOREM. Let f  belong to c . Then the map e n t ^  c -*-[R which 
maps a function to i t s  entropy is  continuous. Moreover, i f  both b and c are 
periodic points the entropy map is  lo c a lly  constant.
Proof. Suppose both b and c are periodic points o f f  . Then we have shown 
that we can find  a neighbourhood, U , o f f  such that i f  g belongs to U we 
have yxD(g) = nxD (f) where both n and y are a n a ly t ic  functions. Le t r
be the f i r s t  zero of D (f) . Then, since both n and y are non-zero fo r
111 <1 , r  must be the f i r s t  zero o f D(g) .
I f  ju s t  one of b or c is  periodic then we can repeat the argument given 
in  2 . 2.12 to complete the proof.
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that vc ( f ) - v c (g) is  equal to e ither t p(vb(f)+ vb(g )) or t p(vb( f ) - v b(g )) .
Suppose that vfa( f ) - v b(g) = t k (v c ( f ) - v c (g ) ) and that 
vc ( f ) - v c (g) = t p(vb( f ) - v b(g )) . Solving these two simultaneous equations gives 
V f ) = ' Sl'm ila r ly .  i f  ^ ( f j- v ^ g )  = t k (v c (f)+ vc (g )) and
vc ( f ) - v c (g) = t p(vb(f)+ vb(g )) we obtain ( 1 - t p+k) V{;(g) = (l+ tp+k)vc ( f ) - 2t pVb( f )  .
I f  vb( f ) - v b(g) = t k (vc (f)+ vc (g )) and vc ( f ) - v c (g) equals t p(vb( f ) - v b(g ) ) we
obtain
( l+ tp+k)vb( f ) - 2t kv c ( f )  = ( l+ tp+k)vb(g ) .
I f  vb( f ) - v b(g) = t k (vc ( f ) - v c (g )) and vc ( f ) - v c (g) equals t p(vb(f)+vb(g )) we
obtain
(l+ tp+k)v c (g) = vc ( f ) ( l - t p+k) .
So in  a l l  cases we can fin d  smooth a n a ly tic  functions y and n such that 
n><D(f) = yxD(g)
2 .3 .7  THEOREM. Let f  belong to Q . Then the map entj/^ c -*-IR which 
maps a function to i t s  entropy is  continuous. Moreover, i f  both b and c are 
periodic points the entropy map is  lo c a lly  constant.
Proof. Suppose both b and c are periodic points of f  . Then we have shown 
that we can find  a neighbourhood, U , of f  such that i f  g belongs to U we 
have yxD(g) = nxD (f) where both n and y are ana ly tic  functions. Let r
be the f i r s t  zero o f D (f) . Then, since both n and y are non-zero fo r
111 <1 > r  must be the f i r s t  zero of D(g) .
I f  ju s t  one of b or c is  periodic then we can repeat the argument given
in  2 . 2.12  to complete the proof.
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CHAPTER 3 ROTATION NUMBERS
3.0 INTRODUCTION
3 .0 .  1 Let f  belong to A  and le t  F be a l i f t  of f  . In [ g ]  Newhouse,
P a lis  and Takens define the rotation number of x e with respect to F to 
be p (F ,x )  = THn l ( F n(x )- x ) . The rotation se t , Rf  , is  then the closure of
n-«o '
{p (F ,x ) :x  e S^} . I f  F 1 i s  another l i f t  of f  then p (F ,x ) = p (F ' ,x )  (mod 1)
so the rotation sets Rp and Rp, are equal up to tran sla tio n  by an integer.
In [ 9 ]  i t  is  shown that Rp is  always a closed in te rva l of 1R . In fa c t , 
fo r f  e A  » we can always choose a l i f t  F with Rp C . [0 ,1 ] . To see th is le t  
F be a l i f t  sa tis fy in g  0 f_ F (0 )  < 1 , then we have 0 ^ F (x )  < 2 fo r x e [0 ,1 ] 
and i t  fo llow s that 0 <_Fn(x )  < n+1 . Thus p (F ,x ) e [0 ,1 ] and so R p C  [0 ,1 ] . 
We define the rotation in te rva l of f  to be th is closed interva l of [0 ,1 ] .
We define the rotation number o f y E s ' with respect to f  , p ( f ,y )  to be 
p (F , exp_ 1 (y ) )  , where exp is  the map from [0 ,1) to given by 
e xp (t) = e2irl 1 .
Suppose that ^ i s  a rationa l number contained in  Rp then in  [ S ]  i t  is  
shown that we can find  y e  such that y is  period ic with period q and 
such that p ( f ,y )  = jj- .
The following lemma shows that foattimcthe rotation number o f a point x 
can be calculated from the address.
3 .0 . 2 LEMMA. Let f  belong to A  • Suppose that there e x is ts  x e
such that x is  periodic of period n ; suppose also that f ’ fx ) is  not equal 
to ap or bp for i > 0 . Let (Ag,A  ^ .A ^ , . . . )  be the it in e ra ry  of x and 
le t  m be the ca rd in a lity  o f { j t Z :0  < j  < n such th at A.. ¡4 I > . Then x
..................... J
has rotation number -  .
Proof. Choose a l i f t  F o f f  with 0 <_ F (0) < 1 . Then i t  is  c lea r that 
F(exp_ 1 (c f ) )  = 1 and F ( l )  = 1+F(0) .
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Thus F(sxp ] (x ) )  >1 i f  x belongs to ( c f ,a f ) and F(exp_1 ( x ) )  < 1 i f  x 
belongs to (a^.c^) . Simple ind uctio ifthen  shows that m < Fn(exp- 1 ( x ) ) < m+1 , 
and so m-1 < Fn(exp ^ xJJ-exp  \ x )  < m+1 . Since x is  periodic we know that 
Fn (exp ^ xJJ-exp  \ x )  is  an in te g e r. Thus Fn(exp- 1  (x ))-e xp _1 (x )  =m and so 
p ( f .x )  = £  •
In th is  chapter we define a kneading in v a ria n t fl and in  the mainn»p
theorem show that i f  there e x is t s  a point w ith rotation number ^ then there
must be a periodic point with in v a r ia n t coordinate „  .n,p
In order to prove th is  we need to know fo r which e e V[ [ t ] ] there e x is ts  
an x c S1 w ith e (x ) = e . In  the f i r s t  section we define an a llo w a b ility  
condition ( c . f .  Leo Jonker [ 5 ] )  and show th at i f  e s a t is f ie s  th is  condition 
e (x ) = e fo r  some x e S^  .
Section 3.2 is  a technical section invo lv ing  properties of s tr in g s of 
p o s it ive  integers under c y c lic  permutatton. The re su lts  of th is  section are then 
used in  3 .3 and 3.4 to prove the main theorem (3 .4 .0 ) .
3.1 ALLOWABLE ELEMENTS
3 .1 .0  Recall from the f i r s t  chapter that V is  a vector space over the 
ra t io n a ls  w ith basis { 1 , 1 1 , 1 1 1 }  , and th a t V [ [ t ] ]  i s  the Q[[t]]-module 
consisting  of a l l  formal power se rie s  with co e ffic ie n ts  in  V .
“  i
3 .1 .1  DEFINITION. Let * belong to V [ [ t ] ]  and le t  <f> = Zi^t' . Then we
0 1
w i l l  define <!< to be allowable i f  i t  s a t is f ie s  the follow ing conditions:
( i )   ^ i s  p e rio d ic , ie .  we can find an integer n > 0 such that fo r a l l  
i  we have <|<n+i = ♦i  .
( i i )  For a l l  i we have ^  is  equal to e ith e r  +1 or +11 .
( i i i ) For a l l  i  we have
*  The in d u c t iv e  a rg u n e n t u s e s  the f a c t  th a t  f o r  a l l  x€ R we 
h ave  F (x + 0  = /+ F (x )  .
9(3+) < * . + i^+ 1 t+ ...+ ^ .+mt m.. .<  e(b-) .
3 .1 .2  The purpose o f th is section is  to show that i f  <p is  an allowable 
element of V[ [ t ] ] then we can find an x e S1 with e (x ) =  ^ and such that 
x is  periodic with the period of v •
3 .1 .3  LEMMA. Let ij> be an allowable element. Then e ith e r is  le ss  than 
e(c-) or {¡i is  greater than e(c+) .
Proof. Suppose that we have e (c-) <_ il> <_ 6(c ) . Then comparing the f i r s t  
co e ffic ie n ts  of the power se rie s e (c-) , ij> and e(c) gives I <_ _< .
Therefore ijig = I since fo r iji to be allowable <iq must equal to I or I I  . 
Now i f  we compare the f i r s t  and second co e ffic ien ts of e (c-) and f  we obtain 
I+ I I I t  <_ I+i|^t . But th is im plies that = I I I  which contradicts the second 
condition of a llo w a b ility . Therefore we must have e ith e r <|i < e(c+) or ip > e(c)
Suppose that we have e (c ) <_ ip <_ 9(c+) . Then comparing f i r s t  co e ffic ien ts
gives ---g1-1- < <iq <_ I I  . So we must have ifig = I I .  Since <_ e(c+) we must 
o
have Il+i^t+iJ^t + . . .£  II+ te(a+) but th is  contradicts the th ird  condition for 
a llo w a b ility . So e ith e r <¡i i s  less than e (c -) or ip is  greater than e(c+).
3 .1 .4  LEMMA. Let <p be allowable and suppose there e x is ts  x belonging to 
S1 with e (x-) <_ i¡/ ± e(x+) . Then e is  continuous at x ami e (x ) =  ^ .
Proof. I f  e is  continuous at x then e (x-) = e (x ) = e(x+) and we are 
fin ish ed . So we w i l l  suppose that 9 is  not continuous at x . Lemma 1 .3 .4  
t e l ls  us that for some n ^ 0 we must have
e( x ) = ♦ o + 'I'l* +••••+  ^ + t ne ( fn(x ) )  »
e (x+) = ipQ + ^ t  +..+i<n_^tn  ^ + t ne ( fn(x)+) t 
and e (X—) = ip0 + i^ i t  +• + t ne ( fn(x )- )  ,
where f n (x ) is  equal to e ith e r b or c .
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This implies that e( f n( x )- )  £  <i»n+^ n+1 1+ .. .<_ e ( fn(x)+) . We cannot have
f n(x ) = b because th is  would contradict the th ird  condition o f a llo w a b ility .
But f n(x ) cannot equal c by Lemma 3 .1 .3 . So 0 must be continuous at x .
3 .1 .5  LEMMA. Let \p be allowable. Then we can find an x belonging to 
with e (x ) = tp .
Proof. Let x = su p {y |e (y ) < ip} . Since e (a -) < i/i th is  supremum does e x is t . 
Then i t  is  c lea r that e (x-) <_\p <_ 0(x+) and thus by Lemma 3 .1 .4  we have 
0(x ) = III .
3 .1 .6  PROPOSITION. Let tp be allowable and have period n . Then we can
find  y belonging to S^  such that e(y ) = <li and such that y  is  periodic 
with period n .
Proof. The previous lemma t e l ls  us that we can find a point x belonging to 
S^  with 0(x ) = tp . Let K be the closure o f the convex h u ll of (f^0(x)|keN) . 
Then c le a r ly  K is  a closed in te rva l and f n :K  -*■ K is  an orientation  preserving 
homeomorphism. Let K be denoted by [X ,Y ] , then e(Y-) = tp and so by Lemma 
3 .1 .4  we must have e(Y) = i|> . S im ila r ly  e(X) =  ^ , and so f n:K -*■ K is  onto. 
Thus f n(X) = X , f n(Y) = Y , and X and Y cannot have period less than n , 
as th is  would imply that ip had period le ss than n .
3.2 (n .p )-ORBITS
3 .2 .0  Throughout th is  section le t  n and p denote two coprime positive  
integers with p > n .
3 .2 .1 DEFINITION. An (n ,p )-element is  a s tr in g  of n p o s it ive  integers,
n-1
aQa1 . . . a n_ i such that I  a. = p ,
We sh a ll le t  S„ „  denote the set of (n,p)-elements and order elements of n,p
Sn p with the usual lexicographical ordering.
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3 .2 .2  Given an (n.p)-elem ent, X = a g . . .a n l  ,
le t  a (X) = ai a2 - • •an_ ,) ao , o^(X) = 8293. .  •an.-|aoai , . . .  (/ (X )
3 .2 .3  DEFINITION. The o rb it of X is  {o’ (X )|0< ^ i n-1} ,
= ai ai+l — ai- !
and is  denoted
[X ].
3 .2 .4  DEFINITION. Given an o rb it [X] , le t  [X] + denote the sm allest 
element in [X] . i . e .  [X] + = b g ...b n_-j where bg..bn_ j is  an element of 
[X] and i f  C g ..cn_^e[X] then bg ..bn_^  £ C g ..c n_-| .
3 .2 .5  DEFINITION. Let [X] + denote the largest element in [X] •
3 .2 .6  DEFINITION. The greatest sm allest (n,p)-element, denoted gs(n ,p) , 
is  max{[X] + I X e Sn p} .
3 .2 .7  DEFINITION. The least la rgest (n,p)-elem ent, denoted ¿ i.(n ,p ) , is  
mini [X] + | X e Sn p} .
3 .2 .8  EXAMPLE. I t  is  e a s ily  seen that Sg 5 = {113,131 ,113,122,212,221} .
So we have two orb its [113] and [122] . Now [113]+ = 311 and [122] + = 221 . 
Therefore ¿£ (3 ,5 ) = 221 . S im ila r ly  i t  is  easy to check that g s(3 ,5 ) = 122.
3 .2 .9  The aims of th is  section are to show that M (n ,p ) and gs(n ,p ) belong 
to the same o rb it and to give an e x p l ic it  way of calcu lating th is  o rb it . We now 
f i x  the integers p and n.
3 .2 .10 Let Z denote the unique integer such that Z < £  < Z+l .
3.2.11 LEMMA. Let gs(n ,p ) = bg ..bn l  . Then fo r a ll  i we have b< >_ Z .
Proof. I t  is  c le a r that the integer p-Zn l ie s  between 0 and n . We w ill
. . . ,Z i f  0 < i < n-(p-Zn)-l
consider C g .- .c ^  where ^  = ( z+] i f  n-(p-Zn) < i < n-1 .
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I t  i s  e a s ily  seen that cn. . . c  , belongs to S and thatu n-i n,p
c0" ' cn-l = fc0" ' cn-l^+ - Thus we must have gs(n ,p ) >_ cQ.
Now suppose fo r a contradiction that there e x is ts  b.. with b^  < Z . 
Then since bQ. . . b n -j = [bQ. . .bn 1  ]+ we must have bQ < Z , but th is  would 
imply that b g .. .b n -j < C g ...c n_-| which contradicts the fa c t that
3 .2 .12  LEMMA. Let i i ( n ,p )  = d g ...d n_^  . Then fo r a l l  i  we have d. <_ Z+l
Proof. The proof is  s im ila r  to the proof o f 3 .2 .11 .
3 .2 .13  LEMMA. Let gs(n ,p) = bg. . . bn . Then b^  <_ Z+l fo r  a l l  i  .
Proof. Suppose that bm > Z+l fo r some m . Let k be the sm allest integer
such that b^  > Z+l . Since bQ. . .b n  ^ = [bQ. . t>n_^] + we know that 
bg..bk < ^ . . . b j ^  , where the subscripts are taken modulo n .
Consider the following set of in teg ers , S = { j |b Q. . . b^^ = b j . . . b j +k_^} . 
S is  non-empty since 0 belongs to S . I f  j j  and belong to S with 
j-j < j 2 then notice that we must have jg  + k < n and + k < jg  .
We sh a ll now define a new (n ,p ) element.
I t  is  easy to see that fo r a l l  i we have c-jci+ i • • -C-j+k > b0 ” ,bk ’ 
where the subscrip ts are taken modulo n . Thus [C g .. .c n_ 1]+ i s  greater than 
b g ...b n_ i , but th is contradicts the fact that bQ. .b n l  is  gs(n ,p) . So we 
must have b^  ± Z+l fo r a l l  i .
g s(n .p ) i  c.
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3 .2 .14  LEMMA. Let i.i.(n ,p ) = dg ..dn  ^ . Then d.. >_ Z fo r a ll  i  .
Proof. The proof is  s im ila r  to the proof above.
3 .2 .15 The previous four lemmas t e l l  us that in order to ca lcu late  gs(n,p)
and t* (n ,p ) we need only look at (n,p)-elements consisting of strings of the
form b» ..b  , where b. = Z or Z+l .u n-1  l
We sh a ll now give a method of constructing such a s tr in g .
3 .2 .16 DEFINITION. Let n;p be the s tr in g  of positive  in tegers , aga^ ...am 
defined by the fo llow ing :
ag is  given by p = a0n+r0 where 0 <_ rg < n ,
a-| is  given by p+rg = a-jn+r  ^where 0 <_ r^  < n ,
a^  i s  given by p+r. _.| = a n^+r  ^ where 0 <_ r^  < n , 
and m is  the f i r s t  integer such that p+rm_-| = amn .
3 .2 .17  EXAMPLE. 2 ;5 is  equal to 23, and 3;5 is  equal to 122.
3 .2 .18  LEMMA, i )  n;p gives a f in it e  sequence o f in teg ers ,
i i ) m = n- 1  ,
i i i )  fo r  every i ai i s  equal e ith e r to ag or aQ + 1 ,
m
iv )
Sa’ =p •
Proof. Since p = aQn+rg and p+rQ = a-jn+r^ we can see that r-j s 2rg mod n .
In general we have r k = (k + l)rQ mod n . Thus r  ,  = 0 mod n n - 1 and so n;p must
be a f in it e  string  of in tegers .
Suppose that there e x is ts  a k sm aller than n with krg = 0 mod n .
Then rg and n must have a common fa c to r , but th is  implies that p and n 
have a common facto r as p = agn+rQ , which contradicts the fact that p and n
are coprime. Thus we have shown that m = n-1 .
Let k be an integer sa tis fy in g  0 k <_ n-1 . Then, c le a rly  ak ag •
By d e fin itio n  r  ^ < n , so p+rk < p+n . Using the fa c t that p = aQn+rQ 
we obtain p+rk < (aQ+ l) n+r  ^ , so ak <_ aQ+l . Thus ak must equal e ith e r
a0 or a0+ 1 •
We know that p = a0n+r0 , p+rQ = a^ n + r^ ,..., p+rn_2 = an l n .
Adding up the le f t  and right-hand sides o f these equations gives
n-2  n-1  n-2  n-1
np + z r .  = n z a- + z r .  , which implies that p = z a. .
0 1 0 1 i= l 1 0 1
3.2.19 LEMMA. Let n;p = a g .. .a  .  , and le t  j  be any integer belonging
j -1  , j - l  . . j -1
to {1 ...........n} . Then z  a. s a t is f ie s  n( i  a j  < jp  < n( E a.. + 1) .
—  0 1 0 1 0 1
Proof. We know p = aQn+rg , p+rQ = a^n+r1 . p+rj-2  = aj - l n + r j - l  '
Adding up the le f t  and rig h t hand sides gives
j -2  j -1  j - 1  j -1
jp  + z r .  = n z a. + z r .  . Thus jp  equals n z a.. + r .  , . Using the
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
j - 1  j -1
fa c t that 0 < r .  , < n gives n i  a. < jp  < n( la .  + 1 ) .
-  J - l  o 1 “  0 1
3.2 .20 DEFINITION. Let n;p = aQ. . . a n_1 and le t  a ,B  be two formal symbols.
Then we define ip (n ;p )(a ,B ) to be the s tr in g  of symbols a and B given by
the follow ing. i|>(n;p)(a,B) = Tg-.-Yp.-j }
i
a i f  j  = Ea (mod p) for some i sa tis fy in g  0 <_ \ ± n-1 
where y. = { 0
B otherwise.
3.2.21 EXAMPLE. We know that 3;5 «• 122. Thus i t  is  e a s ily  seen that
ip(3 ;5 ) (a ,B ) =*oaBaB . Now 1 ;3 = 3 so <|<(1 ;3 )(a ,B )  = aSB . Notice that
ij)(l ;3 ) (1 ,2 ) = 122 = 3 ;5 .
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3 .2 .22 LEMMA. Let p = aQn+r0 Then n;p = i/»(n-r0>n )(a 0,a0+l ) .
Proof. Let n;p = aQ. . . a n 1  . Then i t  is  e a s ily  seen that ak = aQ + 1 
i f  and only i f  krQ < jn  (k + l)rQ fo r some p o s itive  integer j  . S im ila rly
ak = ag i f  and only i f  k (n -rQ) ^ jn  < (k + l)(n -rQ) fo r  some positive  integer j .
Let *-|, denote the f i r s t  i such that a. = aQ , and denote the
I . L .
j tn i such that a^  = ag . Then we can see that i^  , s a t is f ie s  
* j ( n- r 0 ) £  ( j - l ) n  < ( Aj +1) (n_r0) •
Let n-rgjn Then Lemma 3.2 .19 t e l l s  us that fo r ,j belonging 
j -2 "‘ r0
to {2 ,3 .......... n -r) we have i .  = z c . , and = O s n =
J 0 1 r  1 
0
So the two se ts , U .  |1 <_ i <_ n-rnl and {Z c . (mod n) | 0 i u g 1
equal. Thus we have n;p = i|»(n-r0;n )(a g ,a 0+l ) .
z c (^mod n) 
0 1
r0 £ n - r 0- l l are
3 .2 .23  COROLLARY. Let p = aQn+rg . Then i|i(n ;p )(c ,d ) equals 
^(n-rQ;n)[>p(l ;a0) ( c ,d ) ,  ip(l ;aQ+ l) (c ,d ) ]  .
Proof. This follows immediately from 3 .2 .22 .
3 .2 .24  PROPOSITION. gs(n ,p) = n;p .
Proof. We w i l l  prove th is  by induction on p .
I f  p = 2 then we must have n = 1 and so g s ( l ,2 )  = 2 which equals 1 ;2  .
I f  p = 3 and n = 1 then we have g s ( l ,3 )  = 3 which equals 1 ;3 . I f
p = 3 and n = 2 then i t  is  e a s ily  seen that g s (2 ,3 ) = 12 which equals 2 ;3 .
So the proposition is  true fo r p = 2 and p = 3 . Suppose we have proved
i t  fo r a l l  pos-itive in tegers , p , less than q . We w il l  now show that gs(n ,q )
equals n;q .
Let gs(n ,q ) = ao, , , a n- i . Then 3.2 .15 t e l ls  us that fo r a l l  1 , a^  is
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equal to e ith e r ag or ag+1 . So we sha ll consider only (n.q)-elements 
bg ..bn_ i having the properties th at, fo r a ll  i , b^  i s  e ither equal to aQ
or aQ+l and such that bQ = aQ .
Given any such str in g  B = bg ..bn_^  we w i l l  define substrings 
B B BAg,A-|. .  .An r  _.j in the fo llow ing way.
g
Ag = bg.-.b^ where k ^+1 is  the f i r s t  integer greater than zero with
D
bk +i equal to aQ . Ai = b|< +i • • -bk where kg+l i s  the f i r s t  integer
D
greater than k ^ l with bk +1 = aQ . S im ila r ly  A. = bk +^ .. .b k where 
ki+1+l is  the f i r s t  in teger greater than k.+l with bk equal to aQ
For example i f  B = 232233 we have
Ag = 23, A® = 2 and A® = 233 .
R RLet be the length o f A. i . e .  k^ -k^  . Notice that we have the
fo llow ing .
1 ) 4 gdetermines A.i
2 )
n-r-
E
0
1 B*. = n
3) Let c be another :h (n.p)-element. Then A g .. .A ^ ^ ^ g . . ,A^_r_1 
B B C C
i f  and only i f  jtQ. ' '  V r - T ' V  * ‘ V r - l  *
So i t  follows that g s(n ,p ) is  determined by g s(n -r.n ) . By the inductive 
hypothesis we know that g s (n -r ,n ) = n-r;n  .
Let n = d(n-r)+r^ where 0 r^  < n-r . Then 3 .2 .22  t e l ls  us that 
n -r;n  = ij;(n-r-r* ;n - r )  (d ,d+ l) .
So gs(n ,p ) = i^(n-r-r^ ;n - r) [ij<(l ;d ) (ag,ag+l} , ;d+l) (aQ.a 0+ l)]
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which by 3.2 .23 is  equal to ii/(n -r;n )(a0 ;a0+ l) . Using 3.2 .22 then t e l ls  us
that th is  is  equal to n;q .
3 .2 .25  PROPOSITION. t i (n ,p )  = ip ( r  ,n ) (ag+1 ,ag) .
P roof. The proof follows along the lin es of the proof of 3 .2 .2 5 .
3 .2 .26  Now we have shown how to ca lcu late  ju (n ,p ) and gs(n ,p ) we want to 
show that they belong to the same (n ,p ) o rb it .
3 .2 .2 7 LEMMA. Let n;p = ao - " V i  • Then a^ = V i - i  Î2 L  ’ l i < n- 1
Proof. Let p = agn+r . Suppose that fo r some k with k  ^ 0 and k  ^ n
we have ak = v 1 • This means that we can find a positive  integer i wi th
kr < £n < (k+ l)r  , but th is  is  true i f  and only i f  (n - k - l) r  < (r- t )n  < (n -k )r  , 
which implies that an_ i_ k = ag+1
3 .2 .2 8  DEFINITION. Given any str in g  of symbols X = a g .. .a n_-j le t  X-  ^ be 
the s tr in g  of symbols an_-|an_2 . . .a^aQ .
3 .2 .29  We know that gs(n ,p) = n;p . In order to show that gs(n ,p) and 
u (n ,p )  belong to the same o rb it , we w i l l  show f i r s t  that t i (n ,p )  = (n|p)"^ 
and then show that n;p and (n ;p )”  ^ belong to the same o rb it .
3.2.30 LEMMA. <|»(n;p)(a,B) = [<l'(p_n;p)(B,a)] ^
Proof. We w il l  show that ip (n ;p )(l ,2 ) equals [ii»(P_n ;p ) ( 2 , l ) ] -  ^ . Notice
that 3 .2 .22  t e l ls  us that i|i(n ;p ) (1 ,2 ) = p;2p-n and i|i(p-n ;p )(l ,2 ) = p;p+n .
Let p;2p-n = ag . . .a p_^  and PIP+n * ko“ ‘ kp-l • Then given an integer 
k sa t is fy in g  - 0 < k < p- 1  we have a^  = 1 i f  and only i f  there e x is ts  an 
in teger j  > 0 with k(p-n) < jp  < (k+1 ) (p-n) , and ak = 2 i f  and only i f
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there e x is ts  an integer j  > 0 with kn < jp  < (k+l)n . S im ila r ly , bk = 1 
i f  and only i f  there e x is ts  a j  > 0 with kn < jp  < (k+l)n , and t>k = 2 i f
and only i f  there e x is ts  an integer j  > 0 with k(p-n) < jp  < (k+ l)(p-n) .
So i t  is  e a s ily  seen that ak t  bk fo r 0 < k < p-1 . Therefore by
3 .2 .27 ak bp-i_|c f ° r  0 < k < p-1 . Since aQ = bg = 1 and
ap-l = bp-l =  ^ we bave a|c bp-l-k o^r ®  ^ -  P"1 •
1 i f  bi = 2
Consider cn. . . c  , defined by c . ={ . I t  is  c le a r  that
0 P_1 1 2 i f  b, = 1
ak = Cp_^_k fo r any k sa tis fy in g  0 k p-1 . I t  is  also c lear that
C g ...C p _ l = < |i(p-n ;p )(2 ,l) . So we have proved that i|<(n;p)(1 ,2 ) = [i< (p-n;p)(2 ,l |
3.2.31 COROLLARY. ju (n ,p ) = (n ;p )_1 .
Proof. We know from Proposition 3.2 .26 that ju (n ,p ) = ip(r;n) (ag+1 ,a0 ) .
The previous lemma then shows that ¡u (n ,p ) = [i|>(n-r;n)(ag,a0+ l)]"'* and then 
lemma 3 .2 .2 2  completes the proof.
3 .2 .32 LEMMA. (n;p)"^ belongs to [n ;p ] .
Proof. We w i l l  prove th is  by induction on p . I f  p = 2 and n = 1 we have 
1;2 = 2 which equals (1 ;2)~^ . S im ila r ly  i f  p = 3 and n = 1 we obtain 
(1 ;3 ) = (1 ;3 )_1 . I f  p = 3 and n = 2 then 2 ;3  = 12 so (2 ;3 )_1 = 21 
which belongs to [ 1 2 ] .
So suppose we have proved the lemma fo r a l l  p less than q . We w il l  now 
show th a t (n;q)"^ belongs to [n ;q] .
Le t n;q = aQ. . . a n_^  and q = aQn+r . Let n -r;n  = bo ' " bn -r-l * Then
we know from the proof of 3 .2 .22  that a^  = aQ i f  and only i f  
k
j  = Eb. (mod n) fo r some k sa tis fy in g  0 £ k  £  n-r-1 .
0 1
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there e x is ts  an integer j  > 0 with kn < jp  < (k+l)n . S im ila r ly , t>k = 1 
i f  and only i f  there e x is ts  a j  > 0 with kn < jp < (k+l)n , and t>k = 2 i f  
and only i f  there e x is ts  an integer j  > 0 with k(p-n) < jp  < (k+ l)(p -n ) .
So i t  is  e a s ily  seen that ak /  bk fo r 0 < k < p-1 . Therefore by
3 .2 .27  ak t  bp_-|_|< f ° r  0 < k < p-1 . Since ag = = 1 and
ap-l = bp-l = 2 we have ak t bp- l- k  fo r 0 1  k 1  P' 1 •
1 i f  b-j = 2
Consider cft. . . c  . defined by c . ={ . I t  i s  c lear that
0 P'1 1 2 if b. = 1
ak = cp-1_k fo r any k sa tis fy in g  0 k £  p-1 . I t  is  also c le a r  that
c0" ’ ' cp-l = ^(P-0 iP )(2»!) • So we have proved that <P(n;p)(1,2) = [<p(p-n;p)(2,1 J
3.2.31 COROLLARY. u (n ,p )  = (n ;p )_1 .
Proof. We know from proposition 3.2 .26 that t t (n ,p ) = ip(r;n ) (aQ+l ,ag) .
The previous lemma then shows that tt (n ,p ) = [i|» (n-r;n )(ag ,ag+ l)]”  ^ and then 
lemma 3 .2 .22 completes the proof.
3 .2 .32 LEMMA. ( n ;p ) b e lo n g s  to [n ;p] .
Proof. We w i l l  prove th is  by induction on p . I f  p = 2 and n = 1 we have 
1;2 = 2 which equals (1;2)"^  . S im ila r ly  i f  p = 3 and n = 1 we obtain 
(1 ;3 ) = (1 ;3 )_1 . I f  p = 3 and n = 2 then 2;3 = 12 so (2 ;3 )_1 = 21 
which belongs to [ 12 ] .
So suppose we have proved the lemma fo r a l l  p less than q . We w ill  now 
show that (n;q)~^ belongs to [n ;q ] .
Let n;q = aQ. . . a n_^  and q = aQn+r . Let n -r;n  = b0 . . . b n_ r l  . Then
we know from the proof of 3 .2 .22 that aj = aQ i f  and only i f  
k
j  = zb. (mod n) fo r some k sa tis fy in g  0 k <_ n -r -1  .
0 1
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Let cQ. . . c ni  be defined by
ci
k
a0 i f  1 - zbn- r - i ( mod n) 
= { 1
aQ+l otherwise.
where 0 < k n-r-1
Using the fact that by the inductive hypothesis we know that t>n_ r _ ^ ...b 0 
belongs to tbo‘ ' ' bn-r-l^ is  e a s ily checked that cQ. . . c n_^  belongs to
[aO, , , a n - l] •
We w i l l  now show that c ^ . ■-cn- i co = an - lan-2‘ • ,a l a0 ' Let J  be an
integer sa tis fy in g  0 < j  <_ n-r-1 . Then Cj = aQ i f  and only i f
k k n-r-k
j  = Eb . . I f  j  = zb_ , i t  is  e a s i ly  seen that n-j = z b .  which1 n -r- i i n -r- i 0 1
i s  the condition fo r an_ j  to equal aQ . Thus for j  sa tisfy ing
0 < j  ^ n-r- 1  Cj = aQ i f  and only i f  an_ j  = aQ so c2 . . -cn_-j = an_ i an_2 -• -ai
Since both cQ and ag equal aQ we have c-jCg.. .c n_iCQ = an_ i an_2 * * *ai ao *
Since c i c2 * • •cn- l c0 bleon9s to tco- * -cn-l^ = fn>P] we must bave th a t 
(n ;p )- 1  belongs to [n ;p] .
3 .2 .33 SUMMARY. In th is  section we have shown that gs(n ,p) = n;p ,
*A (n ,p) = (n ;p )”  ^ and that gs(n ,p) and &£(n,p) belong to the same o rb it .
3 .3 DEFINITION AND SOME PROPERTIES OF e„ „  .--------------------------------------------- n ,p
3.3 .1 DEFINITION. Let n and p be two coprime integers «'fafyiA j o<n<p,let
p;p+n = a g . . .a p_1 . Then we define an element en p belonging to V [ [ t ] ]  
in  the following way. en = (6g+e^t+.. .+9p_-)tP- 1 ) ( l - t p)"1 
I i f  ai = 1
where = {
1 I I  i f  ai = 2 .
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3 .3 .2  EXAMPLE. 4 ;7  = 1222 so ©3 4 = ( I +111+1112+1113) (1 -14)_ 1 .
3 .3 .3  DEFINITION. Let 0 e V [ [ t ] ]  be such that e is  periodic with period
p
p . Then we define +e to be the maximum element of { 0Q+e^t+.. . .e^+egt+e^t + . . .  
2
02+03t+9^ t +..................... ep -l+0pt+"' 1 * * anc* we define +9 to be the minimum
element of th is  s e t .
The aim of th is  section is  to prove the following.
3 .3 .4  PROPOSITION. Let f  belong to and suppose that there e x is ts  
x e S1 such that x is  periodic with ro tation  number ^ and such that 
f ’ (x )  e fa ,b ] fo r  a l l  i >_ 0 . Then one o f the following conditions is  
s a t is f ie d .
i )  There e x is t s  a periodic point, y  , with e(y) = 9n .
i i ) There e x is ts i > 0 with f ’ (x )  = a and e(a+) = +0n,p •
i i i ) There e x is ts i > 0 with f 1 (x )  = b and 0(b-) = t9n>p .
3 .3 .5  LEMMA. Let f  belong to J\.
1) Suppose that b is  periodic w ith period n , and that f ’ (b) e [a ,b]
fo r a l l  i > 0 . Then e(b-) i s  a periodic kneading invarian t of
period n.
2) Suppose that a is  periodic w ith period n , and that f"*(a) e [a ,b]
fo r a l l  i  >_ 0 . Then e(a+) i s a periodic kneading invarian t of
period n .
Proof. This fo llow s e a s ily  from the fact that f  restric ted  to [a ,b ] is
orientation preserving .
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3 .3 .6  LEMMA. Let f  belong to . Suppose that there e x is ts  x e S1
such that x is  period ic with rotation number ^  and such that f 1 ( x ) e (a ,b )
for a l l  i > 0 . Then +e(x) < +e _ < +e < te ix l .----------------  -    -  n,p — n,p -  v '
Proof. Let e (x) = 0Q+0 t^+e2t^+.. .+ent n. . .  . Then we have a natural
(p,p+n)-element, ao- ' * ap+n-l * associated to e(x) defined in the following 
way.
1 i f  e. = I
a. = { , th is  is  a (p.p+n) element by Lemma 3 .0 .2 .
1 2 i f  e. = I I
The proof is  then an easy consequence of 3 .2 .3 3 .
3 .3 .7  Proof of Proposition 3 .3 .4 .
I f  e ( f ’ ( x ) ) = en p f ° r  some i > 0 then there is  nothing to prove. So 
we w i l l  suppose that fo r  a ll  i  ^.0 , e (f^ (x )) is  not equal to en . We 
w ill d ivide the proof into various cases.
Case 1. Suppose that fo r a l l  i  > 0 f * ( x )  i s  not equal to e ither a or b .
Then 3 .3 .6  t e l ls  us th a t +e(x) < +e < +e < e(x) . Since +e(x) > e(a-)
and +e(x) < e(a+) we have e(a+) < +e„ „  < +e„ _ < e(b-) . Thus e„ _ is' ' — ' ' n,p — n,p ' ' n,p
allowable (3 .1 .2 ) and by Proposition 3 .1 .7  there must e x is t  a periodic point, 
y e S1 , with e(y) = en>p .
Case 2. Suppose there e x is ts  an i >. 0 such that f n (x ) = a . Then 3 .3 .5
implies that e(a+) i s  periodic. I f  0(a+) = +en we are fin ish ed . I f
e(a+) is  not equal to +9 then by an argument s im ila r to the proof o f 3 .3 .6n,p
we must have e(a+) < +en p <_ +en < e(b-) . As in case 1 th is  implies there
ex is ts  a periodic p o in t, y , with e(y) = e„ _ .n»p
Case 3. The f in a l case we have to consider is  i f  there e x is ts  an i > 0 such that
f  (X) b . The proof of which follows the same lin es as the proof fo r case 2.
3.4 PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM.
In th is  section we w ill  prove the fo llow ing.
3 .4 .0  THEOREM. Let f  belong to J\^. Suppose that there ex is ts  x e  S^  
such that x i s  periodic with rotation number ^ . Then one of the following 
conditions must be s a t is f ie d .
1 ) There e x is ts  a periodic point y  e S^ with e(y ) 0n,p • 
f ’ (x ) = a2 ) There e x is ts  a positive in teg er, i , such that and
3)
0(a+)
There
= +0 „  . n,p
e x is ts  a positive  in teg er, i , such that f 1 (x ) = b and
e(b-) = +e„ _ . n,p
3.4 .1 Le t f  belong to ^ . We w il l  say that x e s a t is f ie s  condition 
B . i f  i t  has the following properties.n/ p
i )  x is  periodic with rotation number ^ and period p .
i i )  There e x is ts  an integer i  > 0 such that the address of f ’ (x ) is  I I I .
We know from 3 .3 .4  that the theorem i s  true i f  f ( x )  belongs to [a ,b ] fo r 
a ll  i ¿ .0  . So to prove the theorem i t  is  su ff ic ie n t  to prove the following.
3 .4 .2  PROPOSITION. 
sa tis fy in g  condition
Let f  belong to J{, and suppose there ex is ts  x e S^
B , . Then e _ is  allowable.n/p -----  n , p ----------------
3 .4 .3  DEFINITION. Let 
V [ [ t ] ]  . Then we define
6 = III+ e ..t+ 0ot 2+ .. .+9 t n+ .. .  be an element of I L n
.0 and j j 0 to be the following elements of V[ [ t l ]
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j 0 = I-e^-Ogt2---- -ent n- . . .  and
J J 0 = l l - 01t-e2t 2 . . - 0nt n- . . .  .
3 .4 .4  LEMMA. Let x belong to S 1 with 0(x ) = III+ e ^ t+ ... . Then
there ex is ts  y  e S1 with e(y) = j 0(x ) , and there e x is ts  z e S1 with 
®(z) = n e(x)
Proof. From the fact that f  is  of degree one i t  is  e a s i ly  seen that there 
e x is ts  y e (a ,c )  with f ( y )  = f ( x )  , and that there e x is ts  z  e (c ,b ) with 
f ( z )  = f (x )  . C lea rly  e (y ) and e (z ) s a t is fy  the lemma.
3 .4 .5  LEWA. Let f  belong to J\ , and suppose that there ex is ts  x e  s '
sa tis fy in g  condition Bn  ^ . Then +en p < e(b-) .
Proof. Let the it in e ra ry  o f x be (AQ,A ^ ,...A  . ,A g ,A ^ ,.. .)
Let B = (Bq>B-j 9. .  .Bp_i ,Bq . B-j , . . .  )
A. i f  A. not equal to I I I  *
where B. = { 1 . Then B defines 0 e V [ [ t ] ]
1 I I  i f  Ai equals I I I
in the obvious way. I t  i s  e a s ily  checked that 0 < e(x) and that i f  A (x) = I I I
we have 0 < j j0(x ) . We can now see that we must have +e < e(b-) , but by
section 3.2 we know that +e„ _ < +e , so +e„ „  < e(b-) .
3 .4 .6  To prove proposition 3 .4 .2  and hence the theorem we only need to show that
+0 „ > 0(a-) . I t  w ill su ff ic e  to prove the follow ing. n,p
3 .4 .7  LEMMA. Let f  belong to J\, and suppose there e x is ts  x e s '
sa tis fy in g  condition B^ . Then one of the following conditions must be 
s a t is f ie d .
1) There e x is ts  an in teger, i 0 , such that 0 ( f * ( x ) )  < +0n p •
2) There e x is ts  an in te g e r, i > 0 , such that A f f^ x ) )  = I I I  and 
I e ( f 1 ( x ) )  < +en>p .
3 .4 .8  DEFINITION. Let x belong to . Suppose that A (x) = I and that
x is  periodic with period p and rotation number jj- . L e t the it in e ra ry  of
x be (Aq.Aj , . .Ap_ j , . . . )  . Then we define the substrings Bg,B^ ,..^Bp n ^
by the fo llow ing .
Bg = Ag...A^ where A., t I  fo r 0 < i <_ k^  and \  = I ,
Bi = A^  +i . .  .A  ^ where A^  f  I fo r k^+1 < i <_ k2 and A^  +-| = I ,
’ Bp-n-l = Akp-n-1 +1 * '- Ap- 1
3 .4 .9  DEFINITION. The length o f B^  , denoted t(B^) is  k..+.|+l-kj
3 .4 .10  EXAMPLE. Let x be period ic with period 7 and suppose that A *(x) = 
( I , I I , I I I , I , I , I I , I I , . . . . )  . Then BQ = I I I  I I I  , B] = I , B2 = I I I  I I  and 
t(B 0 ) = 3 , » {B ,)  = 1 , *(B2) = 3 .
3.4.11 We can see from 3.3 .1 and 3 .2 .22 that e = \|> (p -n ,p )(I,II) . Letntp
a be the unique integer sa t is fy in g  a l  < a+1 . Then en p s ta r ts  with
I+ I I t + I I t 2+ ..+ I I t a‘ 1+ Itn .
3 .4 .12 Before we give the proof o f Lemma 3 .4 .7  we w ill  prove two lemmas 
assuming that Lemma 3 .4 .7  is  not tru e . These lemmas te l l  us about the length of 
the substrings B^  and eventually lead to a contradiction.
3 .4 .13  LEfWA. Let f  belong to .A. and suppose there e x is ts  x e
sa tis fy in g  condition . Suppose x a lso  s a t is f ie s  the following conditions.
1) A (x) = I .
i i )  Neither of the conditions of 3 .4 .7  are s a t is f ie d .
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i i i )  For a l l  i , f ’ (x ) i s  not equal to ap or bp.
Then for any integer i sa t is fy in g  0 < i £  p-n-1 we have Jt(B..) >_ a .
Proof. Suppose that there e x is ts  Bi with 
o f g en e ra lity  we may assume that t(B c ) < a .
t (B 1)
Let
< a . Then without loss 
= Aq. ..A k . Since by
hypothesis e(x) > +en  ^ , we must have A^  = I I I  fo r some j  sa tis fy in g  
0 < j  < . Let J  denote the largest integer between 0 and such that
Aj = I I I  . Then i t  is  clear th a t j 0(f^ (x )) < +en , but th is gives a 
co ntrad iction , since the second condition of lemma 3 .4 .7  is  s a t is f ie d .
3 .4 .14  Let x e S^  s a t is fy  the conditions of 3 .4 .1 2 . Then i t  i s  easy to see 
the fo llow ing . Let the it in e ra ry  o f x be (Aq ,A^, . . . ,Ak>. . . )  and le t
A^  = I I I .  Then A^  cannot equal I fo r k <_ i £  k+a . Consequently, I I I  
cannot belong to B^  i f  ii(B^) = a and i f  I I I  belongs to B^  and a(B^) = a+1 
then B.j is  the str ing  I I I I  followed by a-1 I I *s .
3 .4 .15  LEMMA. Let f  belong to J\, and suppose there e x is ts  x e 
sa t is fy in g  condition Bny . Suppose x also s a t is f ie s  the following conditions.
i )  A (x) = I .
i i )  Neither o f the conditions of Lemma 3 .4 .7  are s a t is f ie d .
i i i )  For a ll  i , f * (x )  i s  not equal to ap or bp.
Then fo r any integer i sa t is fy in g  0 <_ i < p-n-1 we have a( )  $  a+1 .
Proof. We w ill suppose for a contrad iction that there e x is ts  an integer, j  , 
with t ( B . )  > a+1 .
J  *■
Let p-n;p = an . . . a  . . Then re ca ll the following facts from section 3 .2 .r  r 0 p-n-l
F i r s t l y ,  gs(p-n,p) = ao***ap-n-l ' Secondly> ai is  ec!ual t0 e ith e r a or a+1
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Th ird ly , aQ = a and a _.j = a+1 .
Consider A( B0)«.(B1) . . .  4(B _ 1) . This is  a(p-n,p)-element as
p-n-1
z i(B^) = p . Since, gs(p-n,p) equals aQ" ap-n-l We can find an inte9er> 
n, , such that MBm)t(Bm+1) . . . t (B m+p_ n_ 1) < a0. . . a p_n_1 , where the
subscripts are taken modulo p-n . Without loss of generality we may assume 
that A(Bq)Jt(B^). .  *A(Bp_n_ i ) < ao**,a p-n-l • T u^s we can i^nd an integer k
with 0 <_ k < p-n-1 such that t(BQ) = aQ, t(B^) = a1 ---- it(Bk_ 1) = ak l ,t (B k)< ak
The previous lemma shows that t (B k ) = a and ak = a+1 .
We know by hypothesis that e(x) > +e , so for at least one in teger, j  ,n»p
sa tis fy in g  0 < j  < k we have that i .(B .)  = a+1 and that I I I  belongs to B. .
J J
Let J be the la rg est integer with these properties.
Then we have t (B j )  = aj ,* .(B J+1) = aJ+1, . . .  ,t (B |c_1) = ak_ .j ,  t(B k ) = ak-l .
J - l
Let m = 1+ t a . then i t  can be seen that Te ( fm(x ) )  has the following 
0 1 1
properties. F i r s t ly  *(B0( I e (fn,(x )) )=  aj-1 , t (B 1 ( I e (fn’(x )))=  aJ+] ,
t (B 2( I e ( fn,(x ) )  = aJ+2 .......... * (B k_J ( I e (fm( x ) ) )  = ak~l . Secondly, I I I  does
not belong to B ^ ( jS if^ x ) ) )  fo r 0 £ i  _< k-J .
We know by hypothesis that je ( f"1 ( x ) ) > +en so we can see that we must
have ( aj - l ) aj +i aj +2 *• (ak- l )  - aOal ‘ " ’ ak-J ' We now show that
(a j - l  ) a j+ .^ . .  (ak~ l) < ao” a|<-j which gives a contradiction and hence proves the
lernm..
From section 3 .2  we know that iJ.(p-n ,p ) = a ^ ^ a ^ . . .a p_ n_2a0 . Thus
aJ aJ+ l‘ "aJ+p-n-l -  ap-n-lal a2‘ ’ ,a p-n-2a0 * where subscripts are taken modulo 
p-n . Therefore ( a j- l ) a J+1. - ak < (a p. n_ - |- l)a1 ---- ak J . Using the fa c t  that
) aJ+ l‘ ’ * (ak_1) < a0al ’ ’ ‘ ak-J *
•p-n-r1 " a0 9ives
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3.4.16 We w ill  now prove Lemma 3 .4 .7 .
Proof. Suppose that x e s a t is f ie s  condition , then from 3 .0 .2  we 
can see that 9(x) must equal e ither ( I+ I I I t )  (1+t2)’ 1 or ( I I I - I t ) ( l + t 2)-1 
Without loss o f genera lity  we w ill  assume that e(x) = ( I I I - I t ) ( l+ t 2)-1  .
But |e (x )  i s  then equal to I+ I t + ( I I I - I t ) t 2 ( l+ t2)_1 which is  le ss than 
+ 0-| 2 • So the lemma is  true i f  p = 2 .
Suppose that we have proved the lemma for a l l  B . for which the
'P
denominator, p , i s  le ss  than q . We sha ll now prove i t  fo r B . . Let
m/q
x s a t is fy  B . and suppose that f ' ( x )  is  not equal to or bt fo r  anym/q
i > 0  ; suppose a lso  fo r a contradiction that neither of the conditions of 
3 .4 .7  are s a t is f ie d .
Without loss o f generality we may assume that A(x) = I . Lemmas 3.4 .13 
and 3 .4 .15  t e l l  us that ¿(B ..) is  equal to e ith e r a or a+1 , where a is  
the unique integer given by a _<- 3^- < a+1 . We also know that i f  = a
then B.j = I I I  I I . . . I I  and i f  ¿ (B^  = a+1 then B^  is  e ither equal to 
I I I  I I . . . I I  or I I I I  I I  I I . . . I I  .
We w i l l  now consider Bn. . . B ____, and construct a new string  a1 . . . a !  ,0 q-m-1 3 0 q-m-1
in  the follow ing way.
il i f  = aI I  i f  * (B .)  = a+1 and B. = I I I  I I . . . I I  I I I  i f  n(B.j) = a+1 and Bi = I I I I  I I . . . I I  .
We can choose g e j^  such that there e x is ts  a periodic point z e , 
o f period q-m and with address (Aq. a J , . . . ,Aq_n ,Aq , . . . )  . This p o in t, z ,
w ill  have rotation number q ^  fo r some integer r  with 0 < r  < q-n .
We have shown how to construct 0g(z) from e^(x) . Notice that i f
A (f1 ( x ) )  = I , fo r some i ^ 0  and we apply the construction to ef ( f \ x ) )  we
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obtain eg(gJ ( z ) )  fo r some j  >_ 0 . Notice a lso  that i f  A (f ’ (x ) )  = I I I  for 
some i 2^0 and we apply the construction to j 6f ( f 1 (x ) )  we obtain 
j 0g(gJ (z ) )  fo r some j  >_ 0 .
By the inductive hypothesis we know that z s a t is f ie s  Lemma 3 .4 .7 . Suppose
that the f i r s t  condition is  sa t is f ie d  i . e .  e(g1 (z ) )  < +e . Then' r,q-m
applying the reverse of the above construction gives e (f^ (x )) < +em fo r  
some j  >. 0 which gives a contradiction. S im ila r ly  i f  the second condition 
is  sa t is f ie d  we obtain a contradiction. Thus we have shown that i f  x s a t is f ie s  
Bm^  and f ’ (x ) i s  not equal to af or bf fo r  any i >_ 0 the conditions of
Lemma 3 .4 .7  are s a t is f ie d .
Suppose a s a t is f ie s  condition B . then one of e(a+) or e(a-) w ill
m/q
be periodic and we can apply the above argument.
when b s a t is f ie s  B .m,q
A s im ila r argument applies
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CHAPTER 4 PIECEWISE LINEARIZATION AND THE ROTATION INTERVAL
4 .0  INTRODUCTION
In the f i r s t  section of th is  chapter we fo llow  the work of Milnor and 
Thurston [ £ ]  to show that given any f  ej\, w ith positive  entropy that we can
construct another function F : with the following properties.
F i r s t l y ,  F is  piecewise l in e a r ,in  the obvious sense,and secondly f  is  
topo log ica lly  semi-conjugate to F .
The function F is  determined by two numbers, one of which is  the 
topological entropy o f f  and the other is  defined to be the tw ist number, 
denoted T ( f )  . We have shown in the second chapter how to ca lcu la te  the 
topological entropy o f f  from i t s  kneading m atrix and in  section 4 .2 we show 
how to ca lcu la te  T ( f )  from th is  m atrix.
In the th ird  section we show that the ro tation  in te rva ls  of f  and F are 
the same. We then use the resu lts of the th ird  chapter to give a method of 
ca lcu la ting  th is  in te rv a l.
4.1 CONSTRUCTION OF THE PIECEWISE LINEAR MAP
4 .1 .0  DEFINITION. Let the set of functions belonging to with positive  
entropy be denoted by .
In th is  section we w ill  consider a given function , f  e A+ » and show how 
to construct the map F associated to i t .
4 .1 .1  Recall from 1 .3 .5  the defin itio ns o f Yb( J )  and y c ( J )  • We w il l  denote 
the sum Yb(J)+Yc ( J )  by y ( J )  • As in section 2.1 we w i l l  le t  r  denote the 
radius of convergence o f y (S^) .
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4 .1 .2  DEFINITION. Given an in te rva l J  £  . Let
A ( j )  = l i m  l i i l  .
t-*-r y(S')
Since 0<< y ( J ) <<y (S^) , (See 2 .2 .10  fo r the defin ition  of «  ) . the 
lim it  A(J ) e x is ts  and i t  is  c lear that 0 £  A (J) £  1 .
4 .1 .3  LEMMA. Let J  ^S^  be an in te rva l with the following properties.
F i r s t l y , f | j  i s  a homeomorphism and secondly, a |  f (J ) . Then A (f ( J ) ) = ^rA(J).
OO 00
Proof. Let Ey (^ J )t 1 denote y ( J )  and Zy. ( f ( J ) J t 1 denote y ( f ( J ) )  . Then 
0 1 0 1
fo r any integer n >_ 1 we have Yn(J )  i s  equal to the ca rd in a lity  of
{xeJAPn| f n(x ) = c or f n(x ) = b} . Since f | j  is  a homeomorphism we can see 
that Yn( J )  is  equal to the ca rd in a lity  of {xe f(J)f lP n  ^ | f n-1 (x ) = c or
f n" (x ) = b} , but t h is  is  c le a r ly  equal to Yn_ - |( f ( J ) )  •
0 0  OO
Thus we have E y . ( J )  = tE Y ,- ( f ( J ) )  • So in p articu la r
1 1 0 1
tY ( f ( J ) )  «  y (J)<< 2+tY ( f ( J ) )  .
Therefore lim <_ lim < lim  foi-y.Cti j .).!  , which implies
t-*-r y (S ) t-*r Y iS1) t-*r y (S^)
that r A ( f ( J ) )  £  a( J )  < r A ( f ( J ) )  •
4 .1 .4  LEMMA. Let J-j and J 2 be in te rva ls  contained in S^  . Suppose that
J j  and J 2 i n tersect only at a common endpoint. Then A(J^tfJ2) = a(J^)+A(J2) .
OO 0»
Proof. Let denote y ( J i )  and E y ^ J ^ t 1 denote y ( J 0) . Since
0 1 0 1 c c
J jO  J 2 contains only one point we have 0 £  Yn( J j )+Tn(J 2 ”^ Yn^ J lt ,J2  ^ -  1 *
So we must have 0 << y ( J j )+y ( J 2 ) -t ('1]‘,,'12) << (1 - t)  ^ . Thus
0 £ l im [y (J i)+ Y (J2 )-y(J^ O J2)] £ j^ r  ,
0 < A (J. ) + A ( J „ ) - A ( ± T T r  — ^T"
1 i  1 6 1 r  t - r  y iS 1)
which gives
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4 .1 .2  DEFINITION. Given an inte rva l J £ s '  . Let
A (J) = lim .
t-*r y (S ')
Since 0 «  y (J)<<y (S^) , (See 2 .2 .10  fo r the d e fin itio n  of «  ) . the 
lim it A (J) e x is ts  and i t  is  clear that 0 <_ A (J) <_ 1 .
4 .1 .3  LEMMA. Let JC S ^  be an in te rva l with the following properties.
F i r s t ly , f | j  i s  a homeomorphism and secondly, a { f ( J )  . Then A ( f ( J )) = -pA(J).
OO 00
Proof. Let E Y ^ J J t 1 denote y ( J )  and Zy. ( f ( J ) I t 1 denote Y ( f ( J ) )  . Then
0 1 0 1
fo r any integer n ^ 1 we have Yn(0) is  equal to the ca rd in a lity  of
{x£JftPn | f n(x ) = c or f n(x ) = b) . Since f | j  is  a homeomorphism we can see 
that Yn(J) i s  equal to the ca rd in a lity  of {xe f(J )f lP n  ^ | f n"^(x) = c or
f n (x ) = b} , but th is  is  c le a r ly  equal to Yn_ j ( f ( J ) )  .
0 0  OO
Thus we have Ey - (J )  = t£ Y .j( f ( J ) )  • So in  p a rticu la r
1 1 0 1
t Y( f ( J ) )  «  y (J)<< 2+tY( f ( 0 ) ) .
Therefore lim _< lim < lim  2 + tY (f(J )) , which implies
t-*r y (S ) t+r y (S') t-*r y (S')
that r A ( f ( J ) )  < a (J) 1  r A ( f ( J ) )  .
4 .1 .4  LEMMA. Let and J 2 be in te rva ls  contained in S^  . Suppose that
and J 2 i n tersect only at a common endpoint. Then a(J^UJ2) = a( J j )+A(J2) .
“  i “  i
Proof. Let £ Y i(J - i) t  denote y (>M and S Y i(Jo )t  denote y ( J o) • Since
0 1 0 1 c c 
J 1 f l  J 2 contains only one point we have 0 1  Yn( J i )+Yn( J 2 ”^ Yn^ J 1^ 2  ^ -  1 '
So we must have 0 << Y ( J i ) +Y ( J 2 )" Y (J jy J 2) <<  ^ • Thus
0 < lim [Y (^ i)+y ( J 2 )~y (J-jtlJ2) ] ,
t-*r
0 < A (J1 )+A( J 2)-A (J ,l/ J2) ± y r r  lim —
1 1 1 c 1 r  t - r  y CS1 )
which gives
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Since l im ----= 0 , we obtain A (J ,)+ A (J0) = A (J,O J_) .
t-*r y (S ) 1 1 1 z
4 .1 .5  Let x ,y  e s \ { a }  with x < y (see 1 .0) . Then a is  defined on
the in te rva l (x ,y )  . Using lemma 4 .1 .4  we can define A on the compliment of 
th is  in te rva l in the following way. Let [y ,x ]  denote the compliment of (x ,y ) 
in  . Then A ( [y ,x ] )  = A( [y ,a ) )+A( [ a ,x ] ) . Notice that we have
A ([y .x ] )  = 1 - A ( (x ,y ) )  .
With th is  observation, the following is  an immediate consequence of Lenina 
4 .1 .3 .
4 .1 .6  LEMMA. Let J c s '  be an in te rva l or the compliment of an interval 
such that f | j  i s  a homeomorphism. Then A ( f ( J ) )  = ^A(J) .
4 .1 .7  DEFINITION. Let A:S] + -^ 4 1  be the map defined by
f t ( ( a ,x ) )  i f  x /  a 
x +<
L 0 i f  X = a
4 .1 .8  LEMMA. A i s  continuous.
Proof. Given any e > 0 we can choose an integer n >_ 0 such that r 11 < e . 
We w i l l  show continu ity at Xq  e s '  .
Suppose, f i r s t ,  that f^ Xg) is  not equal to a or b for any integer
i sa tis fy in g  0 <_ i  <_ n . Then we can choose a small neighbourhood (v,w) of
Xg with the same property. Now, A(Xg) = A ([a ,X g )] = A ((a ,v ])+ A ((v ,X g )) .
Therefore, i f  x belongs to . (v ,w ) we have | a ( x ) - a ( X q ) |  £ A ( ( v , w) )  .
S ince , by hypothesis f n| .  . i s  a homeomorphism lemma 4 .1 .6  t e l ls  us thatV v»w;
A(v,w)) = rnA(fn(v,w)) which is less than e .
I f  f*(Xg) i s  equal to e ith e r a or b fo r some integer i sa tisfy ing
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0 <_ i <. n , we can choose a small neighbourhood (v,w ) of Xg such that
4 .1 .9  We can e a s ily  see that X is  onto and that X l i f t s  to a monotonic 
increasing map from IR -*-IR .
Proof. We w ill  show f i r s t  that i f  X(x) = x(y) then x ( f ( x ) )  = X (f (y ) )  ,
in  order to show that F is  w ell-defined.
Suppose that x (x ) = X(y) . Then e ith e r A (x ,y) = 0 o r A (y ,x) = 0 ,
we w ill assume without loss o f generality that A ((x ,y ) )  = 0 . Lemmas 4 .1 .4  
and 4 .1 .6  then te l l  us that A ( f (x ,y ) )  = 0 . Therefore X ( f ( x ) )  = X (f (y )) .
To show existence and uniqueness we w i l l  compute F e x p l ic i t ly .
Let x belong to [a ,c ) . Then F (X (x ) ) = X (f (x ) )  . Now 
X ( f ( x ) ) = A (f [a ,x ) )+ X (f (a ))  . By 4 .1 .3  A (f [a ,x ) )  = -];A([a,x)) which by the 
d efin itio n  o f A is  equal to 1  X(x) . Thus F (x (x ))  = X ( f (  a )) + -pX(x) .
So we can see that F |x j a c j is  lin e a r with slope + 1  .
S im ila r ca lcu la tions show that i f  x belongs to [c ,b ] we have
F (* (x ))  = -JrX(x)- l x ( c ) , and that i f  x belongs to [b,a) we have 
F (x (x ))  = |x (b )  - - ix(c) - j x ( x )  . Thus F | x[c>b] is  lin e a r  with slope 
and F |x |-b ^  is  lin e a r  with slope - ^ .
>
an integer, n , such that r 11 < we can repeat the above argument.
4 .1 .10 THEOREM. There e x is ts  a unique map F:-^ »j 3 •» [^ » j] with the 
following properties:
i )  F (x (x ))  = X ( f (x ) )  fo r any x e S .
i i )  F is  piecewise-1 inear with slope + y  everywhere.
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4.1.11 LEMMA. None of A(a,c), A(c,b) or A(b,a) are equal to zero.
Proof. Since f  belongs to we know that f (b ,a )  c=. f ( a ,c )  and
f(b ,a )  e f ( c ,b )  . Therefore i f  e ith e r  A (a ,c ) or A (c,b) equals zero so 
must A (b ,a ) . I t  i s  c lear that F : -» jJ  must be the id en tity  map,
but th is  has slope 1 which contrad icts the fact that r  < 1.
Suppose that A (b ,a) = 0  . Then since r  < 1 i t  is  e a s i ly  seen that we 
must have r  = \ . and F(0 ) = 0 i . e .  the graph o f F looks lik e  that 
fo llow ing .
Thus the lim it  as x tends upwards to 1 o f F (x ) i s  1 and the lim it
as x tends downwards to 0 of F (x )  i s  0 . Therefore lim  A (f (x ) )  = 1
x+a
and lim  x ( f ( x ) )  = 0 , but th is  contrad icts the fa c t that a is  a minimum 
x+a
of f  .
4 .1 .12  LEMMA. A(b) = Q  .
Proof. From the proof of theorem 4 .1 .10  we know that i f  x belongs to (b ,a )
we have A (f (x ) )  = £x(b) - -p;A(c) - -pA(x) . Taking the lim it  as x tends up to 
a gives the follow ing.
x(f(a)) = |x(b) - lx(c) - I .
A(b) = ■jr(x(f(a)) + yX(c) + | )  .
Thus
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Now, -pX(c) = -p;A(a,c) which by 4 .1 .6  can be seen to equal 1 - A (f (c ) ,f (a )) 
which equals l - x ( f ( a ) )  . Thus x (b ) = £ ( 1+ 7 ) •
4 .1 .13  Notice that F is  completely determined by r  and by x ( f ( a ) )  .
4 .1 .14 DEFINITION. The tw ist number of f  denoted T ( f )  is  x ( f ( a ) )  .
4 .1 .15 I t  is  e a s i ly  seen that F can be thought of as an element of 
and the graph o f F looks lik e  the fo llow ing.
Let
TWIST NUMBER
In  th is section
in  the kneading
w i l l  consider a
’\ c ) v ! ( b )
" ( C ) _
I I , MV (b)
denote the kneading matrix of f  and le t  D
denote the kneading determinant.
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4.2.1 LEMMA. t fy ^ S 1) + ^ (S 1)] = J  [ (v X I(c ) - vI I (b ))+ (v I ( c ) - v I (b))-D] .
Proof. We can see from 1.3 .10 that
v X(c ) v ! (b) Yc ( s l ) V ( a )
vH (c ) vU (b) V S 1)
=
-vH (a)
Therefore
V s ' )  ,
= D
v H (b)
- V H ( C )
~'»I (b) -v^ a ) 
vJ (c ) -vn (a)
Lemma 1 .2 .4  sta tes that tv (a ) = v (c )- I I+ I  , so i t  is  c le a r that
V s1) 1
" D
vH (b) V ( b ) - A c )  - 1
tYbiS1) -vH (c ) A c ) -vn (c ) + 1
M ultiplying out gives the required re su lt .
4.2.2 LEMMA. t[Yc((a,c»+Tb((a,c))] = [(v1 (c)-v1 (b))+(1-t)(v11 (c)-v11 (b))-D]
Proof. From section 1.3 we know that
Yc ((a,c))v(c) + yb((a,c))v(b) = e(c-) - e(a+) .
Which can be w ritten  as:
A c )  V ! ( b ) Yc( ( a .c ) ) 0j ( c - )  - 9j(a+ )
vH (c ) v n ( b ) Yb« a ,c ) ) 0n (c - ) - en (a+)
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From Lemma 1 .2 .7  we can see that ta (c - ) = t(-^^- + t  ) .
S im ila r ly  from Lemmas 1 .2 .4  and 1 .2 .5  we obtain 
te(a+) = t ( i " ± L )  + U W  . Thus
A c )  v J (b) tYc ( ( a ,c ) ) J(t+ t2- tv I (c ))- J( l+ t+ v I ( c ) )
vH (c )  vH (b) tYb( ( a ,c ) ) i ( t - t v n (c ) )- J ( - l+ v n (c)
Therefore
tYc ( ( a ,c ) )
1
tYb( ( a ,c ) )
= E
I I I ,v (b) -v (b) 
vH (c ) v ! (c )
i t t 2-l-(l-»-t)vI ( c ) ]
H ( l+ t ) - ( l+ t )v n (c ) ]
and m ultip lying out gives the required re s u lt .
1+r4 .2 .3  LEMMA. X (c) = f l - l i .  ,  « ( » *  | c )  -  V t b »  ------------ ]
L t - r  (v 1 ( c ) - v i (b ))+ (v1 1 (c )- v 1 1 (b))-D  J
Yb( (a .c ) )+ y c( ( a ,c ) )
Proof. By d e fin itio n  x (c ) = lim
t-*-r ^(S1) + yc(S1)
Using the re su lts  o f the previous two lemmas gives
x (C) = iim pD + i)
t+r 2 [ (v 1 1 (c )- v 1 1 (b ) )+(v 1 ( c ) - v 1 (b))-D]
which reduces*to i i .  [U « >  * o * ) ( - t ( » 1 !< c)- '.l } j b »  --------
t-*r 1 Z K v ^ c J - v ^ b J jV  (c )- v “ (b))-D]
4 .2 .4  We are now in  a position to ca lcu la te  the tw ist number, T . We know
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from the previous section that T = 1 .  AÎÇ)r So a simple ca lcu lation y ie lds
T r -1= T r * n .  d-«T)t»1I(c)-»” (i»)) „ ____  .t->r 2 [v 1 ( c )V (b )+ v I 1 (c ) - v U (b)-D]
4 .2 .5  EXAMPLE. Let f  belong to . Suppose that both a and b are 
fixed points. The graph of f  might look l ik e  the fo llow ing.
Easy ca lcu la tio n  shows e(c+) = I I + I t ( l - t )  ,
e (c-) = I + I l l t  - I t 2 ( l - t )_1 ,  e(b-) = I l ( l - t ) ' 1 and e(b+) = I l l - l l ( l - t ) ' 1 . 
Thus we have v(b ) = ( I I I - I I ) - 2 I I t ( 1-t )-1  and v (c ) = ( I I - I )+ (I - I I I ) t+ I2 t2( 1-t )
So v! (c ) v \ b ) -l+t+2t ( l - t )"1 0
I I ,  . 
V (c ) I I /h. v (b) 1 - l - 2t ( 1- t )-1
The kneading determinant of f  is  ( t 2+2t-l) . The sm allest positive
zero occurs when t  = /2-1 , so by 2.1 .13 the topological entropy of f  is  
lo g (/2+l) .
Using the formula g iven .in  4 .2 .4  to ca lcu la te  the tw is t  number we obtain
.  » .  ■ * ( ' - » !> »
t - r  2 ( l - v “ (b ))T “ -'ZTF ;2
which is  equal to 0 .
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Thus the graph of F looks l ik e  the following.
4.3 THE ROTATION INTERVAL
4 .3 .0  Let f  belong to and le t  F be the piecewise lin ea r map 
associated to f  . In  th is  section we w ill  show that the rotation in te rva l of 
f  is  equal to the rotation in te rva l o f F . Then we give a method fo r 
ca lcu lating  th is  in te rv a l.
4 .3 .1 Recall from the introduction o f th is thesis the fo llow ing . The 
rotation in te rv a l, Rf  , o f f  i s  the closure o f i p( f , x ) | x  e S1 such that 
x i s  period ic} , and exp: [0 , 1)-*- is  the map defined by exp(t) = e i^r’ t  . 
For convenience we w i l l  w rite x fo r  exp ~ \x) .
4 .3 .2  LEMMA. Suppose that x e i s  periodic with respect to f  with 
p ( f ,x )  = £  . Then p ( f ,x )  = P( F ,x ( x ) )  .
Proof. Choose l i f t s  7  o f f  and 7  o f F such that 0 <_7(0) < 1 and
0 £ 7 (0 )  < 1 . Then i f  x belongs to [a^ ,cf ] we have x (x ) e [ap.Cp] so
0 £ .T (x )  £  1 im plies that 0 <_ 7  ( A ( x ) )  £  1 . S im ila r ly  1 £ .T (x )  < 2 implies
that 1 <_ 7 (x (x ) )  < 2 . We know that fo r  any k > 0 we have
km £ 7 kn(7) <_ km+1 , simple induction then shows that km <_T *n(x (x ) )  <_ km+1 .
Thus km-1 < 7kn( x ( x ) )  - x (x ) < km+1 and so lim J - |P  kn(x (x ) ) - x (x ) )  | = .
k-»»
Therefore p ( f ,x )  = p (F ,X (x ))  = £  .
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4 .3 .3  COROLLARY. The rotation in te rva l of f  is  contained in the rotation 
inte rva l o f F .
Thus we can see that i f  Rp contains a single point then we have Rp = Rp . 
I f  Rp contains more than a s ing le  point we have,!!^ equals the  closure
o f ip ( F ,y ) |y  e J such that y is  periodic and such that
F’ (y ) i s  not equal to 0 fo r any i >_ 0} .
4 .3 .4  LEMMA. Let x belong to . Suppose that X(x) is  periodic with
respect to F with p (F ,x (x ) )  = — . Suppose also that F’ (x (x ) )  t 0 fo r any
i > 0 . Then p ( f ,x )  = p (F ,X (x )) .
Proof. Choose l i f t s  7  of f  and T  o f F such that 0 <_ 7 (0) < 1 and
0 f .7 (0 )  < 1 . Since F1 (x (x ) )   ^ 0 fo r any i >. 0 , T ' f x f x J )  can never be
an integer. The proof now follows the proof of Lemma 4 .3 .2  once i t  has been 
noted that 0 < T (x ( x ) )  < 1 im plies 0 < f("x) < 1 and 1 < F (X (x ) )  < 2 implies
1 < 7 (x ) < 2 .
We have now proved the fo llow ing .
4 .3 .5  PROPOSITION. The rotation inte rva l o f f  is  equal to the rotation 
in te rva l o f F .
We now show how to ca lcu late the rotation interva l o f the piecewise lin e a r 
map F .
4 .3 .6  NOTATION. We w ill  le t  s denote the slope of F . Thus s = 1  and
from 4 .1 .15 we can see that x(ap) = 0 , x(bp) = and x(cp) = .
Given a point x e (0 ,1 ) we w i l l  le t  e(x) be the invarian t coordinate 
of x with respect to F . We can express e (x) in  the form 
eI I+eI I II+ 9I I I 1*1» ( see l * 1 - I2)* Let e n ( x , l )  denote the real number
0# .  .  .  OO .  .
E6j i (—) 1 where z e j j t 1 is  6j j  .
4 .3 .7  LEMMA. Let x be a periodic point of F with period n . Suppose
fo r a ll integers i ¿ 0  that F * (x ) belongs to (0 ,- ^ )  • Then 
x = se n ( x , I )  - ^  .
Proof. Let 6j j  = [t  V t  2+ ...+ t  k ] (1 - t n) _ 1 .
xs+T i f  x belongs to (0,X X )
We know that F (x ) ={
xs+T-1 i f  x belongs to ( " I ,  ^ - )
Ite ra tin g  x n-times gives
Fn(x )  = xsn+T(sn" 1+sn" 2+.
n - i , - l  n - i ,- l  
.+ l)- s  1 -s c
n - it - l 
s K
Since Fn(x ) = x we have
n - i , - l  n - i . - l
_ -T (sn"^ + ...+ l) + s 1 + .. +s
sn- l sn- l
1
but 0i t (x ,-5-) = — — ■ - -■■ - which is  equal to
n - i , n-i 
s ' + . . . +s *
sn - 1
so x = sen (x,l) - iIT
A s im ila r  proof to the one above, using Lemma 3 .3 .5 , gives the following
two lemmas.
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4 .3 .8  LEMMA. Suppose that 0 is  a periodic point of F . Suppose that 
f 1 (0) belongs to fo r every integer i\> 0 . Then
0 = sen (0+,l) - ^  .
4 .3 .9  LEMMA. Suppose that is  a periodic point of F . Suppose that
belongs to [0 ,^ - ]  fo r  every integer i ^ 0  . Then
S+1 -  CA /s+1 1 \ T
T s  ■ se II^“ 2s » 1 T T  ■
4 .3 .10  Suppose that x s a t is f ie s  the conditions of Lemma 4 .3 .7 , with
i i iv tn, - 1
eI I  = ^  +-*+t  ] ( l - t  ) . We w ill  le t  Px denote the polynomial
n - i j -1  n - i j - l  n - i .- l
t  +t + .. .+ t  . The following are e a s ily  seen to be true .
1) A ll the co e ffic ien ts o f are equal to + 1 .
2 ) Px has degree le ss than or equal to n-1  .
3) I f  x belongs to (0 ,- ^ i)  then the degree of Px i s  less than
n-1 . I f  x belongs to then Px has degree n-1 .
a\ p _ / tP i f  x belongs to (0,- ^ )
*/ *F (x ) " 1 x s
t px- t n+l i f  x belongs to •
n-l .
Thus we can see that i f  P = ï  a .t  , where a. is  equal to e ith e r
x i =0 1 1
n-1  \ n-1  k;_* \
0 or 1 , then Pc/v  ^ = r a . t  ' ' and P . = z a . 1? ' ' , where a is
1 Fk (x) i=0 1F (x ) i =0
the c y c lic  permutation (0 1 2 3 . . .  n-1) .
4.2.11 EXAMPLE. Let x be a periodic point with period 5 and invariant
3I Icoordinate (■I+IIt+IIt^+It3+ It * ) ( l- t ^ ) .  Then eIT = t+t^ and so Px = t^+t^
4 3We can see that Pc/v> = t  +t , P ,
F^(x)
i+ r r 3
F3(x)
P 4 = t 2+ t
r (X)
= t +1
n -1
4.3 .12 LEMMA. Let P = z b .t 1 where fo r any i we have b. is  e ith e r eaual
1=Q 1 ----------- ------ k..l -----------—
sn-l
j r y  • Is  c lear th a t, fo r any k , xk
j;b . SCT ("* )
to 0 o r 1 . Suppose that fo r all k we have -------< 1^1 + J L j . .
Then there ex is ts  a point x e (0 ,^ 1 ) w ith period n and with P = P .
f
Proof. Let x^  = -
exl L
belongs to (0,->^-) • We w il l  show that x  ^ = F*(Xq) . To prove th is  i t  is
s u f f ic ie n t  to show the following, 
k
1) I f  zb..s0 ^  has degree less than n-1 then xk belongs to (0 ,- ^ )  .
k
2) I f  zb^s0 ^  ^ has degree n-1 then xfc belongs to (^ 1 , -^il) .
k/* \
Suppose that zb.s v ' has degree less than n-1 . Then
<k+%
° ( k  + 1 ^ =  c VK c ^ O )  " 1 *  .  S + l  i  Tzb s^
S E b .S ^ O
s zb s^
k , . . ,  zb_.s
. Since
s n- l
< + j i y  we have
j . Which implies that sxfc < - T , and since ^
is  less than 1 we must have xk e . So we have proved the f i r s t
statement.
k . k+1 k
Suppose that zb^s0 ^  ^ has degree n-1 . Then .zb^ 0 szb^s0 ^ W*+l
z b s ok+1^  T
We know that ----- ------ > — <r which im plies that
sn- l s _ l
szb^sok ( i ) - s"+l
sn- l
> gip . This in e q u a lity  reduces to xk > , which
proves the second statement and hence completes the proof.
4 .3 .13 A s im ila r proof to the one above gives the following two lemmas.
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n-1
LEMMA. Let P = E b .t 1 where f or any 
i =0 1 n- l  i
5bi s T 
-------- F T  •0 or 1 . Suppose that
n-l k , . ,
3..1______
sn-l
sn- l
s^T < S+1 + T - “ Zs + F T Then 0
i we have 
and that fo r any
is  periodic and
is  e ither equal to 
k we have
0+ = P .
n-l
LEMMA. Let P = E b .t 1 where fo r any i we have b,- i s  e ither equal to
i =0 , 1
n-l i
0 or 1 . Suppose that
n-l k . . . 
0 )
E b.s
sn- l
s+1= -jg- + ~ 7|- and that fo r  any k we have
£b.s v ' P
F T  -  1,sri_'1 + s^T • ^7? ,is periodic and - | ~ =  P .
4.3 .14 DEFINITION. Let m and n be two positive  coprime integers with
m < n . Let m;n = aoav * ,am- l . Then we define i|it (m,n) to be the polynomial 
i i  ip  im- 1
1+t +t + .. .+ t  where i . = E a .
J r=0 r
4.3 .15 EXAMPLE. 3;5 = 122 . Thus * t (3 ,5 ) = 1+t+t3 .
4 .3 .16 LEMMA. Le t x e S^  be period ic with 6(x ) = n • Then 
Px = * t (m,n) .
Proof. Let m;n = ao, , , a m- i * From 3.4.11 we know that e m n = ^ (n -m ;n )(I ,I I)  
Lemma 3 .2 .30  shows that ^(n-m ;n)(1,11) = (m;n) ( 11, 1)]   ^ . Let e denote
i i  ip im-l
i | ) (m ,n )( I I ,I )  . Then eTT = 1+t +t +. .+t where i .  = E a . Therefore
11 J r =0 r
Qj j(x) = tn~^+tn”^_1 i+tn-1-12+ . . .+tn”^"1m"1 and so we obtain Px = i(it (m,n) .
n-l i
4.3 .17 NOTATION. We w ill  le t  ti»_(m,n) denote the real number E a .s  ,
s i=0 1
n-! ,
where E a .t  = i(<i.(m,n) .
i =0 1 z
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4 .3 .18  THEOREM. — belongs to the rotation interval of F i f  and only i f
T _ 'M " ’ ’ " )  s+1 . T
i = r ^ sn- l -7%~ + T T sn-l
Proof. Suppose that <_T M m’ n ) s+1 . T
sn- l -~Zs + i^T
s11' 1-!
sn- l
n-l .
Let ♦«.(m.n) = z b .t  . Then by Lemma 3 .2 .27 and using the fact that 
r  0 1
k
U (n ,p ) = (n ;p )  ^ we obtain |zb ,.sa ^  - zb^s’ | < sn" ' - l  . Therefore one 
of Lemmas 4 .3 .12  or 4 .3 .13  must be sa tis fie d  and so there ex is ts  a periodic 
point with rotation number ^ .
The reverse im plication is  an immediate consequence of theorem 3 .4 .0  and 
lemmas 4 .37 , 4 .3 .8  and 4 .3 .9 .
4 .3 .19  EXAMPLE. Let f  belong to A . Suppose that T ( f )  = 0 and the 
entropy o f f  is  log 2 . We w i l l  show that iO.ypJ is  contained in the 
rotation in te rva l and that ^  is  not.
^ m;n ^ (m .n) 4»2(m»n)
1
Tl 11 1 i
2
T l 56 1+t5 33
3
11 344 l+ t3+t7 137
4
Tl 2333 l+ t2+t5+t8 293
5
Tl - 22223 l+ t2+t4+t6+t8 337
6
T l 122222 i+t+t°+r+t'+tr 713
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CHAPTER 5 PERIODIC 0R3ITS
5.0 INTRODUCTION
In th is  chapter we sha ll be concerned w ith  the existence of periodic 
points.
Let IN denote the set of a l l  positive  in tegers . We define the lx  
Sarkovsk ii ordering , ^  , on IN as fo llow s. I f  k and i  are odd integers 
greater than 2 then 2nk<j2nV i f  n > m or n= m and k >  € , I f  k >  2 
is  odd then 2n  < 1 2 ^ .  F in a lly , 2n i f  e  <  n . Thus we have
1 *»1 2*i^ 4-<i^ 8<i^ . . .  <1^ 4.3«»|. .  .»»i2.7<ij2.5<j 2^.3*»^  . .  9^7«^5^3 .
Let n x |N denote the set of positive integers d iv is ib le  by n . We
define the nxSarkovskii ordering, «n , on n x in by p«nq i f  and only i f
£  3. . Me extend th is  ordering to IN in the following way. Let p « qn l n n
i f  p is  d iv is ib le  by n and q i s  not. F in a l ly ,  le t  p = „q i f  both p an- 
q are not d iv isb le  by n . Thus we have
2*2^ 2 " ’ *2 'U<,2^ <,2®42'* ~ ~ ..................
I f  f  has a periodic point of period k im plies that f  has a periodic 
point o f period i  fo r  every l  sa tis fy in g  «. « k , we say that f  has 
n xSa rko vsk ii's  ordering of periodic points.
In 1964 Sarkovsk ii [ 7 ] proved the fo llow ing .
5 .0 .1 THEOREM. Any continuous function f : [0 ,1 ] -* [0 ,1 ] has 1 S a rko vsk ii's  
ordering o f periodic points.
In th is  chapter we prove
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5 .0 . 2 THEOREM. Let f  belong to ^ . Then we can find two neighbourhoods,
U and V , and two coprime in teg ers , n and p , such that the following 
are true .
1 ) I f  x is  a periodic point then there e x is ts  a positive  integer, i , 
such that f ' t x )  e l l p V  or x has period p or n .
2) i f  x b e lo n g s  to  U and f^ +l<n(x )  = x f o r  some k > 0 , th en
f o r  any m > k th e re  e x i s t s  a p e r io d ic  p o in t  w ith  p e rio d  p-Hnn .
3) We have nxSarko vsk ii's  ordering of points in V .
4) i f  x is  periodic and there e x is ts  positive  integers i and j  such
that f ’ (x ) e U and f J (x ) e V , then fo r any positive  integer k
there e x is ts  a periodic point in V of period nk .
5 .0 . 3 Let exp: [0 ,1 ) S1 be the map given by exp (t) = e2 llit  . Given 
f:S^ -*■ we w ill le t  T : [ 0, 1 ) -*■ [0 , 1 ) denote the map exp_ W .e x p  . I t  is  
e a s ily  seen that f  belongs to i f  and only i f  7  has the following 
properties. There e x is t  points c and b with 0 < c < b < 1 such that
i )  7 j j 0 c j is  continuous and s t r ic t ly  monotone increasing ,
i i )  the lim it of T (x )  as x tends upwards to c i s  1 ,
1 1 1 ) T j j c is  continuous,
iv )  ? | j c is  s t r i c t ly  monotone increasing,
v) 7 | j b is  s t r i c t ly  monotone decreasing,
v i )  7 (c ) = 0 and,
v i i )  the lim it  of 7 (x ) as x tends up to 1 is  7 (0 ) .
In th is  chapter i t  w i l l  be convenient to id en tify  with the set of functions 
from [0, 1 ) to i t s e l f  that sa t is fy  the above conditions.
The proof of Theorem 5 .0 .2  is  divided into four sections. In section 5.1
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we prove some basic lemmas that are needed in the la te r  sections. In 5.2 we 
give a proof of the theorem fo r the special case when both n and p = 1 , 
where n and p are the integers in  the statement of 5 .0 .2 . In 5.3 we prove 
the theorem in another special case , when n = 2 and p = 1 . F in a l ly , in 
section 5.4 we complete the proof.
5.1 BASIC LEMMAS
5 .1 .0  In th is  section we prove two lemmas that are necessary fo r the la te r  
sections.
5 .1 .1  LEMMA. Let f:R-*-|R be a map that i s  not necessarily  continuous but 
has the follow ing properties: There e x is t  real numbers ai» a2»a3»a4 with
0 < a2 < a3 <_ a^  < 1  and a4 < 1 such that
Then for any positive  in teger, k , with k > n there ex is ts  xk e [a2>a3] 
w ith the p roperties:
i )  xk i s  periodic of period k .
i i )  | f  f r (x k ) i  xk then f r ( x k) is  an element o f (a 1 ,1 ] .
1) is  an orientation  preserving homeomorphism onto ( 0, 1 ] ,
i i )  f  maps [a2 ,a 3] continuously onto [a ^ .l ] ,
i i i )  there e x is ts  x e [a2 ,a 3] and a positive  in te g e r, n , wi th
f V )  : L a3 .
5 .1 .2  EXAMPLE. I f  the graph of f  re s tr ic te d  to [0 ,1 ] looks lik e  the 
fo llow ing ,
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(
then the proposition t e l ls  us that f  has periodic points of a l l  periods.
5 .1 .3  PROOF OF LEMMA 5.1.1
in teg er, i ,  we can choose an in te rva l [b^.c^] contained in (a^, 1 ] such
preserving we can see that c.. < b .+1 . So, in  p a r t ic u la r , i t  is  c lear that i f  
[ b . ,c . ]  is  contained in  [a4>l ]  then [bi+k, c i+(c] <= [a ^ .l]  , where k is  
any p o s itive  in teger.
Next we w i l l  show th a t fb ^ jc ^ B ^ s  contained in  [a4 , l ]  . By the above 
argument i t  w i l l  be su ff ic ie n t  to show that cn_ j a4 .
We are to ld  there e x is ts  x in  [a^ia^] with f n(x )  <_ a3 . Suppose that 
cn-l < * Then usin9 the fa c t  that f |(a  1] is  or1entat’ on Preserving we
can see that - f n" \ c n_1) < f n~ \ f ( x ) ) ;  but th is  im plies that a3 <fix) , which 
gives a contrad iction . So we must have cn_ j >_ f ( x )  . As x lie s  in  Ia2 *a3] 
f ( x )  must belong to [a4 ,1 ] . Therefore cni  >_ a4 .
We have now shown that fo r any non-negative in teg er, k , Bn+k is  contained
As a3 < a ] we have f ( f i _ 1 ( c . ) )  < f ( f 1 - 1 (b .+ l) )  . But f 1" 1^ )  and 
f i - 1 (bi+1) are elements of (a ^ .l]  and since i s  orientation
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in [a4 . l ]  . By d e fin itio n  f " +k(Bn+k) = [a2 >a3] , so f n+k+1 (Bn+k) = [a4 , l ]
Hence we have Bn+k<^  •fn+k+^(Bn+k) . The fixed point theorem then t e l ls  us 
that there must e x is t  x e [a2 ,a 3] with f n+k+1 (x ) = x . I t  is  c lear that i f  
f r (x ) 7s x then f r (x ) is  an element of ( a ^ l ]  .
5 .1 .4  Consider f : [0 ,1 ) -<• [0 ,1 ) a map that i s  not necessarily  continuous, 
but has the property that fo r some closed in te rv a l, [ r ,s ]  , contained in 
[0, 1 ) ,  f ( [ r , s ) ) has empty in tersection  with [ r ,s ]  .
Then i f  we define f^ :[ 0 , l )  -+ [0 ,1 )
by M x )  = { f i x) i f  x * £r >s] 
t (x ) i f  x e [ r ,s ]
the fo llow ing lemma is  true.
5 .1 .5  LEMMA 1) x is  a periodic point of f  ^ i f  and only i f  x is  a
periodic point o f f  .
2) I f  x i s  p e r io d ic  of p erio d  n w ith  r e s p e c t  to  f^  , then
x has p e r io d  n-Hti w ith  r e s p e c t  to  f  ; w here m i s  th e  
number o f  e le m e n ts  in  { i | f * ( x )  e [ r , s ]  f o r  1 <_ 1 < n } .
Proof. Suppose that x i s  periodic of period n with respect to f^  . Then
the ca rd in a lity  of { f * (x ) } . |  ™ is  le ss than or equal to 2n and therefore x 
is  periodic with respect to f  . I f  y is  periodic of period n with respect 
to f  , then the ca rd in a lity  of i f ] ( y ) } .   ^ i s  less than or equal to n , and
therefore y  is  periodic with respect to f j  . Thus, we have proved the f i r s t
statement.
To prove the second statement, f i r s t  notice that since f " (x )  = x we must 
have f n+m(x )  = x . Suppose that f^ (x) = x fo r some p < n-Hn . Then the 
following must be true : (1 )  p divides n-Hn ; (2 )  p > n , since the o rb it
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of x under ^  gives n d is t in c t  points; (3) m £  n . So p = n = m . 
Therefore fo r any positive  integer, i , we have f ’ (x ) e [ r ,s ]  , but th is 
gives a contrad iction , because i f  f ’ (x ) e [ r ,s ]  then by the defin ition  of 
[ r ,s ]  , f 1 +1 (x ) {  [ r , s ]  .
5.2 FIRST SPECIAL CASE OF THEOREM 5 .0 .2
5.2 .1 In  th is  section we w il l  prove Theorem 5 .0 .2  for the special case when 
there e x is ts  a point, z , in  [c ,b ] with f ( z )  = z . For example the graph 
o f f  could look l ik e  th is :
5 .2 .2  PROPOSITION. Let f  belong to and suppose th a t there e x is ts  a 
point, z , _in [c ,b ] such that f ( z )  = z . Then there e x is t  neighbourhoods 
U of c and V of b with the follow ing properties:
1 ) J 1  f n(x ) = x for some n ^ 0 , then e ither there ex ists an integer 
i  > 0 with f ' ( x )  e I) u V or x i s  a fixed p o in t.
2) 2 1  x e u f n( x ) = x » then fo r any integer k with k > n
there e x is ts  a point, y k e U , such that yk i s  periodic with 
period k.
3) Me have Sarko vsk ii's  ordering of periodic points in  V .
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4) i f  x is  periodic and there ex is ts  positive  integers i and j  
with  f 1 ( x) E U and f J (x )  e V , then there e x is t  periodic 
points of a l l  periods in  V .
5 .2 .3  We w i l l  s p l it  the proof of th is  proposition into two cases.
CASE 1. f (0) ^ v for a ll  v e [c ,b ] with the property that f (v )  = v . 
CASE 2 . There e x is ts  a point, v in [c ,b ] with f (v )  = v and v > f (0 )
5 .2 .4  Proof o f proposition 5 .2 .2  when f  s a t is f ie s  the conditions of case 1 .
LEMMA A. r f  z e [c ,b ] is  such that f (z )  = z , then f  maps 
[z , 1 ) into [ z . l )  .
Proof. f ( [ z ,b ] )  = [ f ( z ) , f ( b ) ]  = [ z , f ( b ) ] c  [ z . l )
and f ( [ b , l ) )  - ( f (O ) .f (b ) ]  c  [ z . l )  .
LEMMA B. | f  x is  a periodic point then e ither x e [ z , l )  or x is  a fixed  
point.
Proof. Suppose that a periodic point x is  not contained in [ z , l )  . Then 
e ither x e [0 ,c ) or x e [c , z) .
I f  x e  [0 ,c )  then f ( x )  e  [ f (0 ) ,1 )  c. [ z . l )  , but lemma A te l ls  us that
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x cannot be period ic. I f  x e [c ,z )  then f ( x )  e [ f ( c ) , f ( z ) )  = [0 ,z ) .
We have ju s t  shown that f ( x )  cannot be in  [0 ,c ) , so we must have
k
f ( x ) e [ c ,z )  . S im ila r ly  fo r any positive  in teger, k , we have f  (x ) e [c ,z )  . 
Since f  re s tr ic te d  to [c ,z ]  i s  monotone increasing i t  is  c lea r that f ( x )  = x .
Now we use Lemmas A and B to complete the proof. Lemma B t e l ls  us that we 
only need consider f  re s tr ic te d  to [ z , l )  . But since f|^ z ^  is  continuous 
and f  maps [ z , l )  into [ z , l )  , we have the Sarkovskii ordering of periodic 
points in  [ z , l )  . The only other periodic points are fixed points in [ c ,z ] .
So i f  we take V = [z , 1) and U a small neighbourhood o f c containing 
no fixed  p o in ts , we are fin ish ed .
5 .2 .5  Proof of Proposition 5 .2 .2  when f  s a t is f ie s  the conditions of Case 2.
From the facts that f (0) < v and f(b ) > v , i t  is  e a s ily  seen that we 
can construct the points m ,n,p,q sa tis fy in g  the following conditions:
1 ) m e [0,c )  and f(m) = v ,
2 ) n e [b, 1 ) and f (n )  = v ,
3) p e [0 ,c ) and f (p ) = n ,
4) q e [c ,v ] and f (q )  = m .
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LEMMA A. r f  x is  a periodic point then one of the following conditions must 
be s a t is f ie d :
1 ) f ( x )  = x ,
2 ) there e x is ts  a p ositive  integer, i , such that f ’ (x ) e [p,q] ,
3) there e x is ts  a pos itive  integer, i  , such that f* (x )  e [v ,n ] .
Proof. Suppose that x is  a periodic point not sa tisfy ing  any of the 
conditions above. Then x e [0,m] o [m,p) U (qtV) U ( n , l )  .
I f  x e [m,p) then f ( x )  e [v ,n ] , which gives a contradiction, as f ( x )
s a t is f ie s  condition 3.
I f  x e (q ,v ) then f ( x )  e (m,v) . We have ju s t shown that f ( x )  cannot
l ie  in  [m,p) and by hypothesis f ( x )  cannot l ie  in  [p,q] , so f (x )  is  an
element o f (q ,v ) . S im ila r ly  fo r any positive  integer, i , we have that 
f 1 (x ) i s  an element of (q ,v ) . Since f  re stric te d  to (q ,v ) is  monotonic 
i t  is  c le a r  that f ( x )  = x . Thus we have a contradiction as condition (1) i s  
s a t is f ie d .
I f  x e [0,m] then f ( x )  e [0,v ] . We know that f ( x )  cannot be an element
of [m,p) , [p,q] or (q ,v ) so f ( x )  is  an element of [0,m] . S im ila rly  fo r
L
any p o s it ive  in teger, k , f  (x )  e [0,m] . Since f  restricted  to [0,m] is  
monotonic, we have f ( x )  = x , which again gives a contradiction.
I f  x e (n,1 )  then f ( x )  e  [0 ,v ] ,  but the argument above gives a
contrad iction .
Let V denote [v ,n ] and U denote [p ,q ] . I f  f(b ) e V , we have 
S a rko vsk ii's  ordering of periodic points in  V . I f  f(b ) i  V then i t  can be 
seen from Lemma 5 .1 .1  that there e x is t  periodic points of a l l  periods in V .
So to prove the proposition we ju s t need to prove the following: Let 
y e  [p ,q ] be a periodic point of period n . Then for any integer, k , w ith 
k greater than n , there e x is ts  a periodic point yk e [p,q] of period k .
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f ( x )  i f  x i  [p ,ql
Define the map f , : [0 ,1 ) -* [0 ,1 ) by f  (x ) = { _
f 2 (x ) i f  x e [p,q]
The fo llow ing are e a s ily  shown to be true:
1 ) f i | ( q ,v ]  an orientation preserving homeomorphism onto (m,v] .
2 ) ^  maps [p ,q ] continuously onto [ f ( 0) , v ]  .
3) m < p < q < v  and f (0) < v . (Note that f  (0) is  not necessarily 
greater than m).
So f j  re s tr ic te d  to (m,v] s a t is f ie s  the conditions of Lemma 5 .1 .1 .
The graph of v j might look lik e
m p c q v
f- |(c ) <, c then by Lemma 5 .1 .1  f  ^ has period ic points o f a l l  periods 
and Lemma 5 .1 .5  t e l ls  us that f  has periodic points of a l l  periods greater 
than 2 .
Suppose that f^ (c ) > c and that there e x is ts  a periodic point y  e [p,q] 
of period n with respect to f  . Then Lemma 5 .1 .5  t e l ls  us that y is  a 
periodic point of period less than or equal to n-1 with respect to f^  . So, 
by Lemma 5 .1 .1 , f  ^ has periodic points of a l l  periods greater than n-1 and 
Lemma 5 .1 .5  then shows that f  has periodic points o f a ll  periods greater than n.
5 .2 .6  In the proof o f the second case of Proposition 5 .2 .5  i t  should be noticed
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that we never used the fa c t  that f (b ) was less than 1 . So the proof can be 
repeated to prove:
5 .2 .7  PROPOSITION. Let f:|R -*|R be a map with the following properties:
1 ) "f | [o ,l)  s a t is f ie s  a l l  the properties fo r being an element of J\, 
except that f (b )  >_ 1 .
2) There e x is ts  v e [c ,b ] with f ( v )  = v and^  v > f (0) .
Then there e x is t  neighbourhoods U of c and V o f b such that the 
following are true .
1) I f  x e [0 ,1 ) and f n(x )  = x then e ither there ex is ts  a positive  
in teger, k , w ith f  (x )  e U u V  , or x i s  a fixed point.
2) I f  x e U and f n(x ) = x , then fo r any in te g e r, k , with k > n 
there e x is ts  a p o in t, y k e l)  , such that y k is  a periodic point 
o f period k .
3) We have period ic points of a l l  periods in V .
5.3 SECOND SPECIAL CASE OF THE THEOREM
In th is  section we prove another special case of the theorem, namely:-
5.3.1 PROPOSITION. Let f  e^A, s a t is fy  the following properties:
1 ) z e [c ,b ] im plies that f ( z )  / z ; and
2 ) f (0) < c < f(b ) < b .
Then there e x is t  neighbourhoods U and V such that the following are tru e . i)
i )  I f  f n(x ) = x then e ith e r there e x is ts  a p ositive  integer, i , 
with f  ( x ) t U l H  , o r x has period 1 or 2 .
i i )  I f  x e U and f n(x ) = x , where n is  a positive  odd integer, 
then fo r any odd in te g e r, k , wi th k > n there ex is ts  a point
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yk e U such that y k is  periodic of period k .
i i  i ) We have 2xSarko vsk ii's  ordering of periodic points in V .
i v )  L f x is  periodic and there e x is t  positive  integers i and j  
with f 1 (x ) e U and f^ (x) e V then there e x is t  points of a l l  
even periods in V .
5 .3 .2  DEFINITION. Let f  belong to ^ . Then is  defined by 
B^:={ze [0 ,c ) | f 2 ( z ) = z and f ( z )  e [c ,b ]}  .
5 .3 .3  LEMMA. Let f  and sa t is fy  conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 
5 .3 .1 . Then B^ . is  non-empty.
Proof. Since f (0 )  < c we can find a closed in te rv a l , J  , contained in
[0 ,c ) such that f ( J )  = [c .b ] . So f 2 ( J )  = [ f ( c ) , f ( b ) ]  = [0 ,f (b ) ] . As
o
f(b ) > c , [0 ,f (b ) ]  must contain [0 ,c ) . Thus f  ( J )  contains [ r ,s ]
and we are fin ished by the fixed  point theorem.
5 .3 .4  We w ill  s p l i t  the proof o f Proposition 5 .3 .1  into three cases and deal 
with each one separately.
CASE 1. There e x is ts  z e Bf  with z > f (0) .
CASE 2. For any z e Bf  we have z s. f (0) , but there ex is ts
z ' e Bf  with f(b ) > f ( z ' )  .
CASE 3. For any z e B^  we have z < f (0) and f ( z )  >_ f(b ) .
5 .3 .4  Proof of Proposition 5 .3 .1  when f  sa t is f ie s  the conditions of case 1.
I f  y is  a point in [ c ,1 ) then f (y )  < y . So we can see that fo r any 
periodic point x , there must e x is t  a positive  integer i fo r which f * (x )  
belongs to [0 ,c ) . Thus we can choose the neighbourhoods U and V to be 
contained in [0,c ) .
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Since f (0) < c we can find a point r  E [0 ,c ) with f ( r )  = c . 
C le a rly  i f  x e [ r ,c )  then f ( x )  i  [ r ,c )  since f ( x )  is  greater than c .
Define f^ f O . l )  ■> [0 ,1 ) by
f ( x )  i f  x {  r ,c )
M x )  = i  ,
f z (x )  i f  x e  r ,c )  .
e .g .
Graph o f f j
I t  i s  e a s ily  seen that f ,  re stric ted  to [0 ,c ) e ith e r  s a t is f ie s  case 
2 o f Proposition 5 .2 .2  or s a t is f ie s  the condition for Proposition 5 .2 .7 . After 
a moments thought i t  is  seen that Lemma 5 .1 .5  completes the proof.
5 .3 .5  Proof of Proposition 5 .3 .1  when f  s a t is f ie s  the conditions of case 2.
As f (0) < c we can fin d  a point r  e [0 ,c ) with f ( r )  = b . S im ila rly  
since f (b )  > c we can find  a point s e [c ,b ] with f ( s )  = r  .
Graph o f f
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F i r s t  we w i l l  show that we only need to consider the periodic points 
ly ing  in  ( r ,b ]  .
LEMMA. Let x he a periodic p o in t. Then there e x is ts  a positive in teg er, 
i , such that f ’ (x ) e ( r ,b ]  .
Proof. Suppose that x is  a period ic point such that f 1 (x ) / ( r ,b ]  fo r
any i > 0 . Then x e [0 ,r ]  j  ( b , l )  . So f ( x )  e [ f (0 ) ,b ]  j  ( f (0 ) , f ( b ) ) .
But since [ f ( 0 ) ,b ] u  ( f ( 0 ) , f ( b ) )  i s  contained in  the in te rva l [0 ,b] ,
and f ( x )  i s  not an element o f ( r ,b ]  we must have f ( x )  e [0 ,r ]  .
1/
S im ila r ly  fo r any positive  in teger, k , f  (x ) i s  an element of [0 ,r ]  . 
This im plies that f ( x )  = x since f  re stric te d  to [0 ,c ] is  monotone 
increasing .
Choose z e . Then we must have z is  greater than x because
f ( z )  > f ( x )  = x .  So 0 < x < z  which means that f (0) < f ( x )  = x , but 
th is  gives a contradiction because f ( 0 )  > z .
I t  is  e a s ily  seen that f ( ( r , s ] ) n  ( r ,s ]  = (9 . We w ill  define 
f ] :  [0 ,1 ) -  [0 ,1 ) by
f ( x )  i f  x /  ( r . s ]  
f , ( x )  = { 2
f^ (x ) i f  x e ( r , s ]  .
Example.
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Consider the map ♦: ( r , s ]  -*■ [ r ,s )  defined by x-» s-x . I t  i s  easy to 
check that the map $ restric ted  to [ r , s )  s a t is f ie s  case 2 of
Proposition 5 .2 .2  or s a t is f ie s  the conditions fo r  Proposition 5 .2 .7 . We can 
then see th a t applying Lemma 5 .1 .5  completes the proof.
5 .3 .6  Proof of the Proposition when f  s a t is f ie s  the conditions fo r  case 3.
We know that is  non-empty. Given any element, z , of Bf  we w i l l  
show that we only need to consider the periods o f periodic points in  
[ z , f ( z ) ]  .
LEMMA. x is  a periodic point then there e x is ts  a positive in te g e r, i  ,
with f 1 (x ) e [ z , f ( z ) ] .
Proof. Suppose that x i s  a periodic point and that fo r a l l  i  , f * ( x )
never l ie s  in  [ z , f ( z ) ]  . Then x is  an element of [0 ,z ) u [ f ( z ) ,b ]  i/ [b ,1 ) .
I f  x i s  an element o f [0 ,z ) then f ( x )  i s  an element of [ f ( 0 ) , f ( z ) )  .
Since [ f ( 0 ) , f ( z ) )  is  contained in [0 ,f ( z ) )  and f ( x )  is  not an element 
of [ z , f ( z ) )  , we have f ( x )  e [0 ,z ) . S im ila r ly , f * ( x )  is  an element of
[0 ,z ) fo r any i  >_ 0 , which implies that f ( x )  = x . As in the proof of
the Lemma in  5 .3 .5  we obtain f (0) < f ( x )  = x < z , which gives a contradiction 
to the d e fin it io n  of case 3.
I f  x i s  an element o f [ f ( z ) ,b ]  then f ( x )  i s  an element of 
[ z ,f (b ) ]  . Since [ z , f (b ) ]  i s  contained in [z ,b ] and f ( x )  is  not an 
element of [ z , f ( z ) ]  , we have f ( x )  e [ f ( z ) ,b ]  . S im ila r ly  f * ( x )  is  an 
element of [ f ( z ) ,b ]  fo r any positive  integer i , which implies that 
f ( x )  = x , but th is  contradicts property 1 of Proposition 5 .3 .1 .
I f  x i s  an element of [b ,1 ) then f ( x )  i s  an element of ( f ( 0 ) , f ( b ) ]
which im plies that f ( x )  is  an element of [0 ,z ] o [ f ( z ) ,b ]  and we obtain a 
contradiction by the argument above.
Now we must ca lcu late  the periods o f the periodic points contained in 
[ z , f ( z ) ]  . We know that z and f ( z )  have period 2. I t  is  easy to see 
that f ( z , f ( z ) )  0  ( z , f ( z ) )  is  empty, so we w i l l  define f , : [0 ,1 ) -*• [0 ,1 )
by
f ( x )  i f  x { [ z , f ( z ) ]
M * )  = { 2
f^ x )  i f  x c [ z , f ( z ) ]
Graph of
Since z <_ f (0 )  and f ( z )  >_ f(b ) , f^  must map [ z , f ( z ) ]  onto i t s e l f ,  
f-j re str ic te d  to [ z , f ( z ) ]  is  e a s ily  seen to be continuous and so we can apply 
S a rko vsk ii's  theorem. Lemma 5 .1 .5  then t e l ls  us that for f  we have 
2xSarkovsk ii's  order inside [ z , f ( z ) ] .
So i f  we take V = [ z , f ( z ) ]  and U to be any neighbourhood not in te r ­
secting V we are fin ished .
5 .4 PROOF OF THEOREM 5 .0 .2 .
5 .4 .0  In th is  section we w i l l  complete the proof of the theorem. We only need 
to consider the following two cases:
1) b > f(b ) > f  (0) > c  and 2) c >  f(b ) > f  (0) ^ 0 . The other 
p o s s ib i l it ie s  fo r f  having been dealt with by Propositions 5 .2 .2  and 5 .3 .1 .
5 .4 .1  LEMMA. Let f  have the property that b > f(b ) > f(0 ) ^ c  . Then 
we have the fo llow ing:
( i ) I f  x is  period ic then there e x is ts  a positive integer, i , with 
f 1(x ) E [ c . l )  .
( i i ) There e x is ts  a unique po in t, r  e [c ,b ] , with f ( r )  = c .
( i i i )  f ( [ c , r ) ) n  [ c , r )  = 0 .
Proof. Let x belong to [0 ,c ) . Then f ( x )  > f(0 ) and as f (0 )  ^ c we
must have f ( x )  e [c , 1) . So statement ( i )  i s  c le a r ly  true .
Since f | j c is  continuous and f ( c )  = 0 and f(b ) > c we can 
obviously find a point r  in [c ,b ] with f ( r )  = c . I t  i s  unique because 
f  | [c b j i s  s t r i c t ly  monotone. Thus statement ( i i )  is  true . Moreover,
f ( [ c , r ) )  = [ f ( c ) , f ( r ) )  = [0 ,c ) so f ( [ c , r ) ) 0  [ c .r )  = 0 .
5 .4 .2  DEFINITION. Let f  have the property that b > f (b ) > f (0) > c .
Then we define : [c , 1) -*■ [ c , l )  by
f  (x ) i f  x e [ r , l )
9i(x) = { 2
r ( x )  i f  x c [ c , r )  .
5 .4 .3  NOTES. F i r s t l y ,  g1 is  w e ll-defined , since g ^ ([c ,r ))  = [ f (0 ) ,1 )  
which is  contained in [ c ,1 ) and g-j( [ r ,1 ) )  = f ( [ r ,1 ) )  = f ( [ r ,b ] )  = [ c , f (b ) ]  
which is  contained in [ c , 1) .
Secondly, g, can be regarded as an element of
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5 .4 .4  EXAMPLE.
5 .4 .5  LEMMA. Let f  have the property that c >_ f(b ) > f(0 ) ^ 0  .
Then we have the fo llow ing :
i ) j f  x i s  a periodic point then there ex is ts  a positive in teger, i , 
such that f  ix )  is  an element of [0 ,c )  .
i i )  There e x is ts  a unique po in t, r  , i^  [0 ,c ) with f ( r )  = c .
i i i )  f ( [ r , c ) )  n  ( [ r , c ) ) = 4> .
Proof. I f  x i s  an element of [ c , l )  then f ( x )  £ f ( b )  . As f(b ) <_ c 
we e ith e r  have f ( x )  e [0 ,c ) or f ( x )  = c . I f  f ( x )  = c then f^ (x) = 0 
which i s  an element o f [0 ,c ) . So the f i r s t  statement is  c le a rly  true .
The proof of the second statement follows from the facts  that f (0 ) < c 
and th a t f  is  monotone on [0 ,c ) .
Since f ( [ r , c ) )  = [ c , l )  and [ r ,c )  r\ [ c , l ) = * the th ird  statement is
true .
5 .4 .6  DEFINITION. Let f  have the property th a t c > f (b ) > f (0) > 0 .
Then we define g :^ [0 ,c )  -*• [0 ,c ) by
f ( x )  i f  x e [ 0 ,r )  , 
g-,(x) - { ,
1 r ( x )  i f  x e [ r . c )  .
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5 .4 .7 NOTES. 1) g-| i s  well-defined.
5 .4 .8 EXAMPLE.
2) g1 can be regarded as an element of J { ,
5 .4 .9  PROOF OF THEOREM 5 .0 .2 .
We have shown how to construct g^  when b > f(b ) > f(0 ) ^ c or 
c _> f (b ) > f (0 ) >_ 0 . Lemmas 5.4 .1 and 5 .4 .5  combined with Lemma 5 .1 .5
t e l l  us that in  order to ca lcu la te  the periods of periodic points o f f  we 
only need to consider the periodic points of .
I f  g-| s a t is f ie s  the conditions of Propositions 5 .2 .2  or 5 .3 .1  we are 
fin ish e d .
I f  g1 does not s a t is fy  these two Propositions we can construct g2 in 
the obvious way.
To complete the proof we only need to show the following.
LEMMA. L e t _ f  have a period ic point x of period n . Suppose that g^  
does not s a t is fy  the conditions of Propositions 5 .2 .2  or 5.3.1 fo r  a ll  positive  
in tegers .
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Then i f  y is  a periodic point of f  i t  has period n .
Proof. We w il l  consider gk , where k is  an integer greater than 2n .
I t  is  c le a r that g. I = f 1 1 fo r some i .
K | [*,m ) '[ i .m )
S im ila r ly  g. I = f 3 1 fo r some j .
K [m,p) [m,p)
So Lemma 5 .1 .5  t e l ls  us that every periodic o rb it of f  has period aj + bi ,
where a and b are non-negative in tegers . Since k > 2n , we must have
i+ j > 2n . So e ith e r i  = n or j  = because gk must have a fixed point
corresponding to x . However gb I cannot have a fixe d  point because
k | [<",p)
then gk would s a t is fy  Proposition 5 .2 .2 , so we must have i = n .
Now suppose that y  is  a periodic point of period m . We can choose 
k greater than twice the maximum of n and m , and by the above argument 
obtain that 1 = n = m .
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we give Bowen's definition of topological 
entropy.
Let (X,d) be a compact metric space. Let f:X —X be a continuous 
map.
DEFINITION. A set E C X is called (n.€)-separated for f if 
whenever x and y belong to E we can find an integer, k, with 
0 <k < n  such that d(f \ x ) » f ^ i y ) ) >  £.
DEFINITION. Let K  C  X be closed. Let sn (€,K,f) denote the 
largest cardinality of any (n,€)—separated set E contained 
in K.
DEFINITION. Let s»(£,K) = lin s u p l o g  s (e,K,f). Let h(f,K)
X n-peo 11
equal lim sf (£,K)'. Then the topological entro.py, h(f), of f 
is defined to be h(f,X).
-  8 4 - -
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